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ABSTRACT

An Essay on the Nature of World Views
by
Kenneth Laine Ketner

This essay is an attempt to work out many of the epistemological details for a theory of the nature of world
views, a theory recently advanced in germinal form by several scholars in Cultural Anthropology and Folklor istics.
My discussion begins with a summary of the philosophical
aspects of the work of these students of world view studies.
This overview suggests that i t would be plausible to consider that a world view is essentially a belief system.

An

elaboration and defe nse of this thesis is und e rtaken in the
remainder of the essay.
I initially approach my consideration of this thesis
by way of emending R. G. Collingwood's views on the nature
of metaphysics.

Collingwood sees metaphysics, so I

argue,

as being the scientific study of belief systems whether in
historical terms or in an intercultural context.

In deal-

ing with Collingwood's work, I am chiefly concerned with
developing an emended version of several of the concepts
he employs, mainly the notion of absolut e pres upp osition
vi

and allied terms such as presupposing, questioning, and
justifying.

On the basis of this analysis of Collingwood's

work, I urge that principia (which is my emended version
of Collingwoodian absolute presuppositions) are the kind
of basic beliefs (in a given world view) which students of
world view studies have begun to notice.
I next take up the problem of relativism in the context of world view studies.

Here I examine Benjamin L.

Whorf's claims that world views are conceptual systems
(and not belief systems) and that a world view is properly
understandable only in terms of its home language .

I

argue that world views cannot be merely conceptual systems,
but must also b e considered to be belief systems.

I show

that Whorf's relativity thesis leads to diffi c ulties which
remove it from contention as a _viabl e h ypothe sis.

I then

propose that the probl em of intercultural understanding
can be approached by way of beliefs which are universal.
These universal beliefs are found among all men because all
human beings share certain modes of action (human universals) which presuppose these universal beliefs.

In develop-

ing the notions of human universal and universal belief,
I draw heavily upon the work of Charles Sanders Peirce,
particularly that part of his position known as Critical
Comrnon-Sensism.

vii

In summary, the essay provides a schema for the nature
of world views or belief systems.
contain three kinds of beliefs:

Each belief system will
universal b e liefs, which

are found in all cultures and are presupposed in human universals such as questioning or justifying; p r incipia, which
are beliefs that justify other beliefs, but which are not
themselves justified by experience; reasoned beliefs which
are justified in terms of other beliefs in the system.

No

belief is intrinsically a principium (or a reas o ned belief
or a universal belief).

Beliefs have this kind of status

because of their place within a system of belief.
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CHAPTER I
WORLD VIEW STUDIES
The goal of this essay is to provide a reasonably
complete theory for the nature of world views in general.
Although this will be a philosophical discussion, the
starting point lies within the area of Cultural Anthropology and Folkloristics.

I believe that the work of certain

recent American students of these disciplines contains a
sound but germinal account of the nature of world views:
namely, tha t world views are systems of beliefs which, for
th e most part, remain implicit.

I propose to put this ac-

count on display by examining, within a somewhat limited
historical period, the work of a particular number of these
scholars.

Th en , since speculating about the nature of

world vie•.·: s is philosophical work anyway, I shall offer
what I take to be an expanded and more detail e d version of
this account.

I hope that this essay will b e of some in-

terest to colleagues in Folkloristics and Anthropology, although I nust give fair warning by repeating that this is
a philoso9hical piece .
what I

ｨ｡｜Ｎ

ｾ ･＠

No doubt, if one were to consider

to say from a social scientist's standpoint,

there will be many inadequacies.

I hope that a similar re-

mark will be inappropriate if offered as a philosophical
｣ｲｩｴｳｾ＠

of this work.

2

The term 'world view' in its standard use, has come
to indicate a universal category of culture, universal in
the sense that it is presumed that every cul t .u re has a
world view.

Thus, it has often been the practice, when

making an ethnology of a particular culture, to include a
record of that culture's world view.

Also, several stu-

dents have traveled to various cultures with the specific
intent of attempting to record only the world view of a
certain culture.

In this essay I will not be concerned

with discussing world views per se using either of these
approaches which are basically the methods of the field
ethnologist.

Neither will I be interested in taking into

account every use that has been made of · ' world v iew' in
social science in general.

Since I will be examining , from

an epistemologist's point of view, what I take to be the
th eory of the nature of world views which is implicit in
certain recent research, I shall be devoting my attention
to the work of specific Folklorists and Anthropologists
who have made it a speciality either to study the nature of
world views or to examine world views in certain ·cultures
as a specific ethnological project.

I loosely characterize

this group of scholars as practicioners of "world view
studies."

I begin by engaging in a short historical re-

view of the two principal "schools" in world view studies,
the group headed by Robert Redfield a nd that led by Ruth
Benedict.

This summary should provide a rough

3

characterization of the structure of the use of 'world
view' among these scholars.

On the basis of that, it will

be possible to proceed to offer, in subsequent chapters,
an expanded theory of the epistemological structure of
world views interpreted as belief systems.
1.

The Influence of Wilhelm Dilthey
Because of similarities between his theories and the

work of Ruth Benedict, it will be convenient to use the
work of Wilhelm Dilthey as a bench mark for this historical survey.

Dilthey' s term for the phenomenon in question

was the well known Germanism, Weltanschauung, which is
usually translated as 'world view'.

It will be helpful to

describe, in summary fashion , what he understood by that
1'd ea.

1

According to Dilthey, world views result from the need
for coherence and meaning in experience, a n eed found in

1 For Dilthey's discussion of his Weltanschaunngslehre
see his Philosophy of Existence:
Introduction to Weltanschauungsl ehre, translated by William Kluback and Martin
Weinbaum (New York, 1957) ; The Essence of Philosophy, translated by Stephen A. Emery and William T. Emery (Chapel
Hill, 1961) ; Pattern and Meaning in History (New York,
1961). For discussions of Dilthey's philos ophy , see H. A.
Hodges, The Philosophy of Wilhelm Dil t h ey (London, 1952):
Jose Ortega Y Gasset, "A Chapter From the History of Ideas-Wilhe lm Dilthey and the Id ea of Life, 11 in Ortega's book
Concord and Liberty (New York, 1946), 129-182; H.P. Rickman, "Wilhe lm Dilthey," Encyclopedia of Philosophy (New
-' York, 1967), vol . 2, 403 -407 ; Willi am Kluback, Wilhelm
Dilthey's Philosophy of History (New York, 1 956).

4

the mental life of all men.

This need is realized through

a process of reflection in which man brings unity and order to the total world in which he finds himself.

Dilthey

sees the dominant factor in this process as being what he
calls "the enigma of life .

11

By this he means

the mystery that surrounds the great crises
of birth and d eath , the round of the seasons and
the crops , the endless battle of human freedom
against natural forces and necessities . . . in
fine, the whole mystery of the situation of mankind in the world. From the most primitive societies upward, men busy themselv es to read this
riddl e . What is unknown is guessed at on the
analogy of the known; what is unintelligible is
explained by analogy from the intelligible . • . .
And systematic Weltanschauungen are deliberately
worked out , where . • . a full interpretation of
the universe i s set forth.2
World views , as Dilthey sees it, are always based upon
what he call s a "cosmic picture. 113

This is a basic body of

beliefs o r presuppositions about the real world in terms of
which questions about the significance of the universe are
decided.

This conception of reality also is the foundation

for life's ideals and for principles of conduct.

Thus,

Dilthey b e lieves that a Weltanschauung provides the means
for systematically connecting one's view of reality with
the practical life for both individua ls and societies.

2 Hodges , 86 .
3oilthey , Philosophy of Exis tence , 25-27 .
Hodges, 85- 86.

Cf.

5
Dilthey thought that world views could be found as a
feature of all human societies .

He expressed this by com-

paring the phenomenon of world view to animal life.
Just as the earth is populated by countless species
of animals among which there is carried on an unceasing struggle for existence and for space t o
expand, so the world of man knows a growth of structures of world views and a ｳｴｲｵｧｾｬ･＠
between them
for power over the minds of men.
Dilthey proposed to subject world v iews to a comparative
study.

Thus, his Weltanschauungslehre concluded with a

theory of the types of world view which one might find in
human cultures.

In brief, he thought there were three basic

types which he characterized as religious, poetic; and
metaphysical.
In the early years of the twenti e th century s cholars
within the emerging discipline of cultural anthropology
sought to make use of the philosophe r's notion of a world
view.

Thus, in 1922, Bronislaw Malinowski, one of the

early giants of ethnology, issued the following confe ssion
which is reminiscent of Dilthey's approach.
What interests me really in the study of the
native is his outlook on things, his Weltanschauung, the breath of life and r e ality which he
breathes and by which he lives. Ev ery human culture gives its members a definite vision of the
world, a definite zest for life. In the roamings over human history , and over the surface of
the earth, it is the possibility of seeing life
and the world from the various angles, p e culiar

4 nilthe y, Phil osophy of Existenc e , 28.

6

to ･ｾ｣ｨ＠
7ulture, that has always charmed me most,
and inspired me with real desire to penetrate
other cultures, to understand other types of
life. 5
Ruth Benedict, another of the influential cultural
theorists from the formative years of anthropology , was
more explicit about the similarity between her view and
that of such philosophers as Dilthey and Spengler.

Bene-

dict held that cultures are not mere haphazard collections
of artifacts and ideas.

She believed that each society

was integrated according to principles of order such that
the resulting cultural system displayed distinguishable
patterns or configurations.

She thought that this doctrine

of patterns was quite similar to Dilthey's concept of world
view.
The proposition that cultures must be ｳｴｾ､ｩ･＠
from this point of view [as patterns] and that i t
is crucial in an understanding even of our own cultural history has been put forward by the German
school h eaded by Wilhelm Dilthey and popularly
represented i n English-speaking countries by
Oswald Spengler in his Untergang des Abendlandes
(English translation: The Decline of the West.
2 vols. New York, 1929 and 1930). For this
philosophical school, history is the succession
of culturally organized philosophies of life,
and philosophy is the study of th ese great readings of life. For Dilthey himself the emphasis
is only secondarily and as it were accidentally
on the configuration of culture ｩｴｳ･ｾｦ＠
to express these varied readings of life.

5

Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific
(New York, 1922), 517.
6
Ruth Bened ict, "Configurations of Culture in North
America," American Anthropologist , 34 (1932), 2 - 3 .

7

In the remainder of the article just quoted, Benedict set
out to shift the emphasis to cultures as they expressed
varied "readings of Life."

This article was followed by

her well known book, Patterns of Culture (Boston, 1934}, in
which she continued to develop the notion that culture is
configurational.

And again (Patterns of Culture, p. 52)

she acknowledges the views of Dilthey.
In the social sciences the importance of integration and configuration was stressed in the last
generation of Wilhelm Dilthey. His primary interest was in the great philosophies and interpretations of life. Especially in Die Typen der
Weltanschauung he analyzes part of the history
of thought to show the relativity of philosophical
systems . . . . He does not formulate as cultural
the different attitudes he discusses, but because
he takes for discussion great philosophical configurations, and historical periods like that of
Frederick the Great, his .work has led naturally to
more and more conscious recognition of the role
of culture.7

7

one should not think, however, that the relationship
between Dilthey and Benedict is that of master and disciple.
The connection seems rather to be that of two sympathetic
ways of approaching a common problem. This latter view
is borne out by comments in Margaret Mead's book, An Anthropologist at Work: Writings of Ruth Benedict (Boston, 1959).
Mead Asserts:
"The actual facts are that the theoretical
part of the work [i.e., Patterns of Culture] . . . was
worked out with reference neither to Spengler nor to Dilthey" (p. 210) • Later on, Mead adds:
"As for Dilthey,
far from battling for her individuality against Boas• disapproval of Dilthey, it was Boas who insisted that she must
discuss him, not out of sympathy for Dilthey 1 s ideas but
out of the special standards of scholarship which required
mention of those who had used comparable ideas irrespective
of whether or not one's own ideas derived from them"
(p. 211).

8

In 1946 Benedict also published The Crysanthemum and the
Sword:

Patterns of Japanese Culture.

I think it would

be fair to describe this as a study of the Japanese world
view.
Benedict's configurationist approach has continued
to attract attention.

For example , in a well known text-

book, E. Adamson Hoebel has prese nted a view of the nature
8
of culture which is allied with that advanced by Benedict.
According to Hoebel, the customs and traditions which compose a culture are " selected" with reference to a deeplying set of postulates about the nature of man and the
world.

He distinguishes between existential postulates,

which are a ssumptions about the nature of existenc e , and
normative postulates, which are us ed in value judgme nts.
Both exi stential postul ates and normative postulates are the r efer ence points that color a
peopl e 's view of things , giving th em their orientation toward the world a round them and toward
each other. The basic postulates provide the
frame of reference for a p eop l e ' s Weltanschauung,
or world v iew.9
2.

The Redfield Circle
The configurationist approach as exemplified by Bene-

diet has employed the concept of world view as a means for
8 E. Adamson Ho eb e l, Man in the Primitive World (New
York, 1958), second ed ., chapter 10.
9 Hoeb e l, 159. For other rel evant works by contemporary configurationists, see Melville Jacobs, Pattern in
Cultura l Anthropology (H_o mewood , Illinoi s , 1 964 ), chapter
18; A. L. Kroeber , Anthropology (New York, 1923).

9

providing a theory of the nature of cultµre as a whole.
There is a more recent tradition, b eginning with the work
of Robert Redfield, which considers the concept of world
view as denoting only one portion of a society's cultural
heritage.

This school does not make use of the concept

in order to develop theories of the nature of culture,
except insofar as a culture's world view is regarded as
a cultural phenomenon.

There seems to be only a tenuous

connection between the group beginning with Redfield and
what I have called the configurationist school.

Further-

more, among members of Redfield's circle, there seems to
be no recognition of the contributions made by philoso10
phers such as Dilthey.
E. M. Mende lson , a scholar in
the Re dfi e ld tradition , h as even gone so far as to say that
"outside Redfi e ld ' s circl e , little use has been made of the
11
concept of world view."
The kindes t thing one could say

lOHowever, Redfield for one, was not fre e of any influences from philosophically trained scholars. Redfield
was influenced by the work of A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, a
colleague at the University of Chicago in the 1930's.
Radcliffe-Brown had been trained in philosophy, and had
written a famous ethnography, The Andaman Islanders (Cambridge , 1922) in parts of which something like a concept
of world view is implied, although h e does not use that
exact phrase (s eep. 385). Cf. Robert A. Georges, Studies
on Mythology (Homewood, Ill., 1968), 7-10, 237.
11

E. M. Mendelson, "World View, " Encyclopedia of
Social Science (N ew York, 1 968 ), 576-578.

10
about this claim by Mendelson is that it is patently myopic.12

Redfield was not this near-sighted, for he men-

tions the work of Benedict, F.
Whorf.

s.

C. Northrop, Radin, and

Redfield seemed to be especially impressed with

the work of Clyde Kluckhohn, for in The Little Community
(pp. 88-89) he wrote the following:
Clyde Kluckhohn has written:
"Speculation and
reflection upon the nature of things and-of man's
place in the total scheme of things have been carried out in every known culture. Every people has
its characteristic set of 'primitive postulates.'"
And in the paper from which I quote these words
Professor Kluckhohn gives an account of the world
view, although he does not use that term, of the
Navaho Indians, a people he has studied long and
well. The account is of the way Navaho conceive
experience and things, of all sorts. It gives
the "implicit philosophy" -- the "underlying

12Aside from the scholars mentioned above, one should
take notice of the following works which were published
before 1968 when Mendelson made the comment in question:
M. E. Opler, "Themes as Dynamic Forces in Culture,"
American Journal of Sociology, 51 (1945), 1 98-206; "An
Application of the Th eory of Themes in Culture," Journal
of the Washington Academy of Sciences, 36 (1946), 137-166;
Karl Mannheim, Jdeology and Utopia (New York, 1936);
Benjamin Lee v..1'1orf, Languag e , Thought, and Reality (Cambridge, 1956); Fritz Graebner, Das Weltbild der Primitiven
(Munchen, 1924), chapter 4, "Weltanschauungen und Sprachen";
Paul Radin, Primitive Man as Philosopher (New York, 1927)
and The World of Primitive Man (New York, 1953); Stanley
Diamond, ed., Primitive Views of th e World (New York, 1964);
Dorothy Lee, Freedom and Culture (Englewood Cliffs, N.j.,
1959}; Placide Ternpels, Bantu Philosophy (Paris, 1959};
Charles Wagley, "World View of the Tapir ape Indians, "
Journal of American Folklore,53 (1940), 252-260; D. B.
Shimkin and Pedro Sanjuan, "Culture and World View: A
Method of Analysis Applied to Rural Russia," American Anthropologist, 55 (1953), 329-348. Other works relevant
her e will be cited l ater .

11
premisses,
words.13

11

the "laws of thought"

again his

The notion of world view first surfaced briefly in
Redfield's writing in The Folk Culture of Yucatan (Chicago, 1941, chapter 5). 14

He followed up this sketchy

account with an article in 1952 entitled "The Primitive
.
15
World View."
This article appeared again in revised
form as chapter five of his book, The Primitive World and
Its Transformations (Ithaca, New York, 1953).

In describ-

ing Redfield's conception of world view, l ater students
often note one of these two formulations .

Thus, commenta-

tors such as Dundes, Foster, and Hallowe11 16 have quoted
13 The artic l e by Kluckhohn to which Redfield refers
here is:
"The Philosophy of the Navaho Indians, " in I deological Differences and World Order , ed . F. s. ｃｾ＠
Northrop
(New Have n, 1 949 ), 356-384. It is worth noting that the
phrase "l aws of thought ," as used in the above passage ,
seems somewh at out of place , at least if this phrase means
what it traditionally signifies within philosophy: namely,
the basic laws of logic, usually said to b e the "laws" of
Identity, Contradiction, and Excluded Middle. Concerning
these "laws," see Morris R. Cohen and Ernest Nagel, Introduction to Logic and Scientific Method (New York, 1934),
181-187.
14sol Tax, in "World View and ｓｯ｣ｩｾｬ＠
Relationships in
Guatemala," American Anthropologist, 43 (1941), 27-42, had
mentioned world view in a very summary fashion.
In later
articles, Redfield and his students (e.g., Mendelson in
his article on world view for the Encyclopedia of Social
Science) often trace their use of the term to this article
by Tax.
15 Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,
96 (1952), 30-36 .
16Alan Dundes, "Thinking Ahead: A Folkloristic Reflection of the Future Orientation in American Worldview,"
Anthropologi cal Quarterly, 42 (1969), 53-72; George M.

12
parts of the following as representing Redfield's use of
the term 'world view'.
"World view 11 differs from culture, ethos,
mode of thought, and national character. It is
the picture the members of a society have of the
properties and characters upon their stage of
action. While "national character 11 refers to
the way these people look to the outsider looking in on them, "world view 11 refers to the way
the world looks to that people looking out. Of
all that is connoted by culture,
world view"
attends especially to the way a man, in a particular society, sees himself in relation to all else .
It is the properties of existence as distinguished
from and related to the self. It is, in short, a
man's idea of the universe. It is that organization of ideas which answers to a man the questions:
Where am I? Among what do I move? What are my
relations to these things? . . . Self is the axis
of world v iew.17
11

11

11

If one simply leaves it at that, it would seem that Redfield
is contrasting wor ld view with what he calls modes of
thought (or the object of studies of cognition within cultures), and that he is characterizing world views as somehow uniquely based upon the concept of t he self.

But it

seems odd that in what purports to be a description of the
concept of world view, there is no mention of some notion
such as category, postulate, presupposition, or the like.
Almost every scholar examined thus far has felt the need

Foster, "World View in Tzintzuntzan; Re- examination of a
Concept," in Summa Anthropologica , en homenje a Roberto
J. Weitlaner (Mexico, D.F., 1966), 385-3 93; A. Irving
Hallowell, 11 0jibwa Ontology, Be havior, and World View,"
in Culture in History, ed. Stanley Di amond (New York, 1960),
19-64.
17 Proce e d.ings, 30.

13
for such terms.

Even the passage noted above makes use

of the phrase "organization of ideas" which is certainly
epistemological in tone and not too far away from concepts like postulate or presupposition.

And that kind

of language does seem to involve what might reasonably be
called "modes of cognition."
This matter was cleared up by Redfield himself in a
later discussion of world view.
It is the attention to the native's conceptions
of the cognitive along with the normative and the
affective that distinguishes the world view from
other conceptions for describing the whole reality.
World vi ew is the philosopher's approach to the
whole.
In attempting to describe a little community in terms of world view the outsider withholds
his suggestions for systematizing that whole until
he has h eard from th e nati ves . The outsider wa its.
He listens to hear if one or many of the natives
have them s e lves conceived an order in t h e whole .
It is their order, the ir categories , their emphasis upon th is part rather than that which the
student listens for . Every world view is made of
the stuff of philosophy , the nature of all things
and their inte rrel a ti ons, and it is the native
philosopher whose ordering of the stuff to which
we, the outside investigators, listen. 1 8
Thus i t is clear that Redfield final l y overtly incorporates "category" into his schema, a concept bearing close
· resemblance to "presupposition " or ' "postulate ."

For, as

Redfield uses it here, the term does not appear to mean
something like a class or division in a scheme of classification (as in "George is a Category I semi-finalist in
the Balzac Essay competition").

Instead , the sense the

18 The Little Community (Chicago, 19 55 ), 88.

14
word has here seems to be close to Kant's employment in
which i t refers to "principles of understanding" by means
of which perceptions are ordered. into meaningful judgements.

Roughly put, the term when used in this manner

means "the principles by means of which experience is organized."

As a further indication that Redfield would

accept something like "postulate" or "presupposition" as
the basic elements in a world view, remember that he quoted
with admiration Kluckhohn's earlier paper dealing with the
19
implicit "primitive postulates"
which Kluckhohn believed
to be the building blocks of a society's world view or
philosophy. 20

It seems clear that Redfield adopted some-

thing like Kluckhohn's position because, in describing a
possible method for e liciting a cultur e 's world view, he
states:
We might mean by "world view" or Weltanschauung
the total inside view of a cultural community as
it is learned about and assembled by the student
on the outside of that community . In describing
the world view, the student would take account
of such categories of experience as he finds implicit in the conduct and langu age. of the native,
whether or not the natives as a yhole state
these categories to themselves. 2
Thus, i t is misleading to suggest, as Dundes, Foster, and
19By the way, I am sure that Kluckhohn did not mean
primitive in the sense of "cultural aboriginal," but in
the sense of "logically given or basic."
20
cf. The Little Community, 94, in which Redfield
notes with approval similar work by F . S . C. Northrop.
21
The Little Community , 91 .

15
Hallowell appear to do, that Redfield heid that world views
are somehow uniquely based upon the notion of self.

That

concept may be relevant in some way, but in Redfield's
later thought, the idea of "primitive postulate" appears
as the principal foundation of his theory of the nature
of world views.
Furthermore, on the basis of these comments, we can
see that Foster misreads Redfield on another point, for
Foster claims that Redfield's basic interpretation of
"world view" remained unchanged throughout all his writings on the concept, and that Redfield held that world
view was the "consciously cognitive orientation of the individual [native] with respect to his social and natural
1122
universe.
That Foster is mistaken about the former
point can be seen in the progress ion I have just noted .
And he is surely wrong concerning the latter point -- that
much can be seen from the last quotation I cited from Redfield. 23

22Foster, 386, emphasis added.
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see also, The Little Community, 91-92, for other
comments which show that Redfield clearly thought that
some of the elements of a world view were consciously
formulated by natives and that other elements were to be
made explicit by the ethnologist based upon the "categories
of experience" which were unconscious for natives , and
which must be seen by the ethnologist as implicitly displayed in native word and deed.
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Concerning this issue as to whether. or not a world
view is consciously held by the natives under study, one
brief but important criticism should be mentioned at this
point.

Among most of the scholars mentioned above, there

is considerable agreement that it is typical that the
"postulates" which make up a world view are implicitly
held.

However, many of these same writers also exhibit a

tendency to us e the term 'philosophy' as a virtually synonomous means for discussing what is otherwise described
using the term 'world view'.

I should like to preserve a

distinction between the phenomenon known as philosophy
and that designated as world view.

The chief difference-

lies in the great extent to which basic "assumptions" or
"postulates" are consciously and carefully subjected to
critic ism in the practice of philosophy.

Whereas, al-

though a world view may be constituted by similar "postulates," assumptions," or "premisses," th e re is normally
no conscious or self-aware criticism of them on the part
of the person having this world view.

Instead, he makes

use of these "premisses" in his day-to-day life.

It is

true that a philosopher will also have a personal set of
"premisses" which he employs in liv ing his life, but
ideally these will also be the result of reflection and
criticism.

On the other hand, a person's world view does

not ordinarily pass through such a process -- one usually
does not choose one's world view .

To make this distinction
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clearer, consider that a student of philosophy could have
(and some probably do h ave ) both a philosophy a nd a world
view, the former the result of careful study, the latter
an inheritance from the social system in which he grew to
adulthood.
The presence or lack of critic ism in this case has
far-.reaching importance.

Consider that in the tradition

of philosophy there is an awareness of competing philosophical systems within academic history.

And philosophers

do not only study philosophies within their tradition; because of their access to and use of critical tools, they
are able to accomplish many things not normally associated
with a nonacademic context.

For example, they can bring

to light implicit wor ld views so that they may be held up
to study , cr iticism, and comparison .

Philosophy is a lso

noted for its conscious demand for consistency, detail ,
precision, and comprehensiveness.

On the othe r hand, con-

cerning world views, i t is not unusual to find a good deal
of what is known as "compa rtmentalized thinking."

There

is generally an absence of a ny tradition of critically
comparing and assessing rival approaches

indeed, there

is often no realization that the re are rival approaches.
Consequently there is little awareness of most of the kinds
of detailed problems the philosoph er unde rtakes to consider.

Moreover, alte rnative approaches are often re-

jected out of hand becaus e they are not acceptabl e to an
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entrenched orthodoxy.

Here one simply compares new ex-

periences with the orthodox truth, rejec ting without consideration those which are noncongenial.

This is di-

rectly opposed to the philosopher's ideal of mainta ining
an "open mind."

I do not now say that all this is either

good or bad. I wish only to describe the situation as it
.
24
is.
Because of these kinds of factors, I believe that
i t is important to enforce a distinction between philosophy
and world view.

Also, if we did not keep such a distinc-

tion in mind, it would be self-defeating for us to make
explicit and to submit to study the putatively implicit
"postulates" of a world v iew, for i t is by means of philosophical criticism that this process is accomplished.

3.

The Role of Philosophy in World View Studies
The noted anthropologist, Melville Jacobs, in a re-

cent discussion of world view studies, states:
A familiar German word for this multifaceted
sector [world view] of a cultural heritage is

24
. d exposition
. .
. t
o f th.is genera 1 poin
A more detaile
concerning the differences b etween philosophy and world
view can be seen in c. D. Broad, "Two Lectures on the
Nature of Philosophy," in Clarity Is Not Enough, ed . H. D.
Lewis (London, 1963), 42-75, see especially Lecture Two.
Although the authors do not use the term 'world view '
(Broad does not use it either), the same points are made
within a historical perspective in Harry K. Girvetz · et .
al., Scie nce, Folklore, and Philosophy (New York, 1966),
see particularly the Introduction.
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Weltanschauung. What does it mean in its many
｣ｾｭｰｯｮ･ｴｳＷ＠
How do they operate in people's
17ves? ｐｨｩｬｯｳｰ･ｲｾＧ＠
definitions and discussions need not detain an anthropologist. . . . 25
While it may be true in many instances that philosophers'
discussions need not detain an anthropologist in his work,
I believe that such a dictum does not hold in this case.
"World view" is clearly a philosophical concept, one which
students of world view studies have borrowed from philosophers or which has been proposed by such stude nts who are
philosophically inclined.

That much should be clear from

the foregoing historical survey.

Furthermore , the criti-

cal techniqu es of the discipline of philosophy are r e quired in making world views explicit and in comparing
them or otherwise studying them.

Thus , as David Bidney

has indicated, in order for world view studies to succeed,
one will require ei ther cooperation from philosophers or
philosophically trained social scientists.
One of the impo rt ant tasks of the student of
metaethnology is the investigation of the basic,
logically primitive assumpt ions as to the nature
of the world and of man involved in any one given
cultural system. The task of rende ring explicit
these fundamental ontological postulates and as sumptions is said to be metaethnological , since
the reality with which the investigator is here
concerned is metacultural, that is, i t is presuppos ed as given and ultimate by the adherents
of any given culture, as something to which their
empirical cultural institutions and behavior must

25 P a ttern in Cultural Anthropology (Homewood , Illinois,
1964}
366.
I
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conform with which it must reckon rather than as
the product of their own creation: ｾ＠ . . The analysis of the metacultural postulates of a given
culture, whether deductively inferred or intuitively conceived, is essentially a philosophical,
or metaanthropological, undertaking and as necessary a part of anthropological science as is the
collecting of empirical data. To appreciate properly the philosophy of life and Weltanschauung
which serve as leitmotifs for a given culture requires some measure of philosophical discipline
and insight, which necessitates that there be professionally trained philosophers working in the
social sciences as ｾ･ｬ＠
as philosophically minded
social scientists.2
However, while it is true that there is a difference
between philosophies and wor ld views such that by means
of critical techniques, a philosophically trained scholar
can submit world views to study, there is an important
similarity betwee n the two, a similarity which probably
accounts for the ten den cy of students of world view to
equate them.

This simila rity will also, I believe, be

seen as another r e ason why the discipline of philosophy is
particularly relevant to the study of world views.

A

phil"os ophical theory or stance or system is constituted
by "assumptions ," or "presuppositions," or "postulates."
A world view, according to the scholars considered above,
is similarly said to be constituted of "primitive postulates, " " axioms, " "tenets ," "implicit premisses," "themes,
"patterns," "categories," or "presuppositi ons. "

Thus,

26 Theoretical Anthropology (New York, 1967), 168-169.
Cf. simil a r suggestive comme nts by Fe lix M. Keesing in
Cultural Anthrop o logy (New York, 19 59), 3 21-323.
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there is agreement here, although admittedly vaguely defined agreement -- witness the large lexicon of similar
terms which various students of world view have employed
in attempting to describe this common feature.
ment lies in the view that the "building blocks

The agree11

of both

philosophy and world view are somewhat similar, each writer, of course, having a preferred name for the "blocks."
If I am right about this similarity, then (taking into
account my comments about the difference between philosophy
and world view) one could say (roughly) that world v iew
names a set of these "blocks" as they are in use (normally
a non-selfconscious use) in actual life situations, whereas
philosophy includes the selfaware criticism of such
"blocks.

11

So, since the basic parts of a world view are

approximately the same phenomena that make up basic parts
of a philosophy, it is again appropriate that world views
should be studied by philosophers or philosophically inclined anthropologists or folklorists.
In accordance with the intentions announced in my introductory comments, I propose to drastically diminish
the number of terms in the somewhat large lexicon which
students of world view studies have favored ("postulate,"
"tenet," and so on) in attempting to describe the "building blocks" of world views.

I shall urge that the best

theory for the nature of world views is one that would
identify the phenomenon to which this long list of terms
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refers as being belief.

This would mean th at a world

view is a system of beliefs which are largely implicit.
Belief is the sort of thing which can be either implicit
or explicit.

Whereas, many of the t erms favored by stu-

dents of world view are not the type of thing which, in
the central use of the term, is normally implicit.
example,

'postulate',

For

'axiom', and 'premiss' are terms

which have their basic use in logic or mathematics; and
there they refer to propositions or sentences which have
an explicit status in some system.

Thus, to · apply the

qualifier "implicit" to such terms seems to border on
self-contradiction .
when one asks,

Perhaps this is a minor quibble , but

"What non- selfcontradictory meaning for

these terms was intended by the authors?" a reasonable
answer would be that they were a ttempting to get at something on th e order of a belief which has a particular status, its status being that it is a basic, unquestioned
belief within a wide r system of beliefs, some of which are
open to qu estion.

That is, "implicit postulate" and simi-

lar locutions, can be see n as metaphors used to suggest
that the status of a particular belief in a given world
view is comparable with the status that a postulate or
axiom has within a system of logic or within something like
Euclid's Geometry.

This interpretation of phrases such as

"implicit postulate" avoids the taint of selfcontradiction
while preser v ing a p erfec tly sensibl e metaphorical meaning.
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In proceeding to fill in the details of my conjecture
that world views are composed of beliefs, I shall also want
to consider the systematic aspect.

By this I refer to the

web of r e lations (over and above t he system's components
which are thereby brought into rel ationsh ips) which comprise a system.

The elements of a world view are beliefs,

but just having some beliefs would not result in having a
world view, for such beliefs must be interrelated, some
beliefs being more important than others.

In order to

readily identify my position so that it may be separated
from those I will be discussing, it will be useful to supply some new terminology.
'principium'

(plural,

For one, I shall adopt the term

'princ ipia') as a h a ndy means for

characterizing the basic, most important b e liefs in a
27
.
.
.
world view.
I begin my detailed account of the nature
of world views by t aking up the task of giving a fairly
complete account of th e n atur e of a principium.
of course, it is a belie f .

At bottom,

But I must a lso supply a d e -

scription of the systematic, or relational features, which
serve to convey the status a principiurn will enjoy within
its system.
I shall initiate the discussion of principia with an
examination of R. G. Collingwood's theory of the nature of
27 This general us e of the term is not original with
me
see: Jose Ortega y Gasset , Concord and Liberty (New
York, 1946), ＱＵｾＭＶＰ［＠
Aristotl e , Metaph ysics , Book Delta.
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metaphysics.

Collingwood holds that metaphysics

. • • is no futile attempt at knowing what lies
beyond the limits of experience, but is primarily at any given time an attempt to discover
what the people of that time believe about the
world's general nature . . . . Secondarily , it is
the attempt to discover the corresponding presuppositions of other peoples and other times, and
to follow the historical process by which one set
of presuppositions has turned into another.28
Collingwood urges that one's view of the world's "general
nature" can be described in terms of the presuppositions
one holds to be

11

absolute.

11

This has several points of

similarity with what I have just summarized from world
view studies , with such terms as 'primitive postulate' corresponding to a Collingwoodian absolute presupposition.
Of course, metaphysics, as he sees it, is not completely
comparable with world views, f .o r (as I have noted) metaphysics, being a part of philosophy, is a conscious critical discipline , whereas world view is not.

Instead, one

could correctly say that world view studies is a department within what Collingwood calls metaphysics, since
world view studies is a critical discipline which studies
"primitive postulates 11

(what Collingwood prefers to _d escribe

as "absolute presuppositions").

It is appropriate to be-

gin with Collingwood's view for two reasons.

First, there

are the obvious parallels I have mentioned; second, I think
that his approach is largely on the right track, although
several modifications of it will be proposed.
constructing Collingwood's theory of absolute

28An Autobiography (London, 1939), 66.

By thus re-
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I shall be building an account of the nature of principia, a considerable part of my description
of the nature of world views. 29
In tho se aspects of Collingwood's approach which re-

quire emendation or supplementation, I shall draw heavily
upon the position taken by Charles Sanders Peirce, particularly that phase of his philosophy which he called
30
Critical Cornrnon-Sensism.
I should also mention that I
will not be especially interested in developing a detailed
emendation of Peirce's work, whereas in the case of my

29

of course, the topic of first principles has b een
widely discussed in all periods of philosophy. The following list r e presents examples of some of the better work
on this general prob lem: Ari stotle, Metaphysics,translated b y J olrn Warrington (New York, 1956); Thomas Reid ,
Ess ays on the Int e llectual Powers of Man (Cambridge , 1969);
Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (London , 1963);
Ernst Cassirer , The Philosophy of Symbol ic Forms (New Haven,
1953); Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty (Oxford , 1969).
30
References to Peirce's writings will be in two
formats. First, there are the published Collected Papers
(Cambridge, 1965) which I shall abbreviate a s 'CP ' . References to CP will be in decimal format:
e.g., 5.20 would
refer to CP volume 5, paragraph 20. Second, I shall have
occasion to refer to some of Peirce's unpublished writings
from the microfilm edition of the Peirce manuscripts
available from Harvard University Library. In citing such
manuscripts I will give the manuscript number and the page
number according to Peirce's pagination (which is somewhat
irregular at times). For example, MS 281, p. 4 would refer to manuscript number 281, Peirce's page 4. The numbering of unpublished Peirce manuscripts follows a system
arranged by Richard s. Robin in his Annotated Catalogue
of the Papers of Charles s. Peirce (Amherst, 1967).
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comments upon Collingwood, I will have that kind of interest.

I shall be working from within the spirit of Peirce's

philosophy as I understand it; I will not be particularly
concerned with developing such an understanding in this
essay.
These remarks should be sufficient preparation for
what is to come, so instead of further talk about the main
project, I shall b egin it by considering Collingwood's
treatment of the important concept, "presupposition."

CHAPTER II
ON PRESUPPOSING
Since my first goa l, in dealing with Collingwood, is
to come to have a grasp of his theory of absolute ｰｲ･ｳｵｯｾ＠
sitions, this chapter, in which I carefully consider the
nature of presupposing, is a necessary p r erequisite .

After

-g etting t hese details settled, it will be possible to go
on to consider absolute presuppositions in the next chapter.
In order t o get a p r e liminary idea of Collingwood's
intentions in using 'presupposition', consider the following characte rization which introduces a chapter entitled
"On Presupposing" in his An Essay on Metaphysics (Oxford,
1940) .
W"nenever anybody states a thought in words ,
there are a great many more thoughts in his mind
than there are expressed in his statement. Among
th ese there ar e some which stand in a peculiar
r elation t o the thought he has stated; they are
not merely its context , they are its presuppositions. l
The term ' presuppose ' is quite common in contemporary
academic discussion, and one should not immediately assume
that Col lingwood's us e of the word is
one of these.

2

ｩ､･ｲｾ｣｡ｬ＠

with any

In what fol l ows I shall urge that

l An Essay on Metaphysics (hereafter cited as EM), 21 .
2An a r ticle which provides a helpful summary of some
of the more frequ e nt me anings for the wo rd i s Verg il H.
Dykstra , " Philosophers a nd Presuppositio ns," Mi nd ,69
(1960)
63 - 68
I

o
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Collingwoodian presuppos.i ti on is more comparable to what
has been called contextual implication 3 rather than to
many of the var ious senses of 'presuppos ition ' known today.
Roughly stated, my argument shall be that Collingwood uses
the term to refer to a relation standing between a communicative act and its context rather than to refer to some
unique entity that is a presupposition sui generis.

That

is, I shall stress the contextual nature of the phenomenon
Collingwood calls 'presupposing'.

Then I shall attempt to

show that my interpretation provides a basis for gaining a
clearer understanding of his doctrine of absolute presuppositions.

That, in turn, will provide the groundwor k for

my account of principia and their role within world views .
1.

Collingwood's Study of Questioning
Collingwood deve lop ed his fund amental notion of pre-

supposition within the context of his remarks on questioning.

His account of the relationship between presupposing

and questioning is presented principally in chapter two
of the Essay 4 by means of a series of propounde d

3 see Isabel Hungerland, "Contextual I mplication, "
Inquiry,3 (19 60 ), 211-258. As my discussion unfolds, a
debt to Hungerland's v i ew will be apparent.
4 The topic of questioning appears a t two other points
in Collingwood's work: An Autobiography (Oxford, 1939):.
Speculum Me nti s (Oxford, ＱＹｾ Ｔ
ＩＬ＠
ｾＷ＿
Ｍ ＸＰ
Ｚ＠
However , t h e notion
of presupposing is not ｭ･ｮｾ
ｩｯｮ
･ｾ＠
in ｾｴｨ･Ｗ＠
of these two
works, at l east· not in conJunction wii:.h his remarks on
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propositions and definitions with a running commentary, in
much the same "geometrical" style favored by Spinoza, although I am sure that in Collingwood 's case it is merely a
stylistic device (see EM, 67-68).
states:

Proposition t wo (EM,25}

"Every qu estion involves a presupposition."

In

the commentary one learns more about the crucial term
'presupposition.'

First, any single question directly or

immediately involves just one presupposition.

Second,

this presupposition may in turn have other presuppositions
which are thus said to b e indirect presuppositions of the
original question.

That is, the immediate presupposition

of a particula r question could itself be an answer for another question which, of course (a ccording to proposition
two}, also h as just one immediate presupposition .

An

example similar to one Collingwood uses (see EM , 27) might
be helpful here.
gist could ask:

In examining an excavation an archaeolo"Does this mark mean 'man'?

11

The imme-

diate presupposition of this question would be that this
mark means something.

This presupposition i s in turn an

answer to the qu estion "Is this mark part of this piece of
writing?"

And the last question imme diately presupposes

questioning.
Furthermore, the material in the Essay appears to cover all the points me ntion e d in these earlier
works. So, I shall depend primarily upon the Essay as a
source for Collingwood's view on the relationship between
questioning and presuppos ing .
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that this is a piece of writing.

But the direct or imme-

diate presupposition of the latter question would be,
according to Collingwood , an indirect presupposition of
the first question.
This exampl e I have used i .S a question of the form
"Is X a Y?"
"What is X?"

There are other question-forms, for instance,
or "Why is X? 11

or "How is X?"

I propose

to establish a somewhat b road distinction between the former kind of question (qu estions having both a subject and
predicate) and the kind represented here by ·the latter
three c ·ases (questions with a subject and an "open" pre dicate position).
call unsaturated .

Questions such as "What is X?" I shall
In describing unsaturat e d qu e stions, I

shall use only the "what" case , leaving it to the r eader
to fill in the similar detai l s i n the case of qu es tions
using words such as "why" or "how.

II

"What is X?" is a

requ est for (or an indication of the l ack of) knowledge
about X.

This can be more easily seen if we transpose the

question to the equivalent form , "X is

? 11

In other

words, the questioner desires that the blank be filled correctly.

Note that there are usual l y a l arge number of re-

sponses which could possibly fill this blank.

This empty

"slot" which the questioner wants "filled" is what characte rizes uns aturated questions.

On the other hand, I

would describ e "Is X a Y? " as being a saturated question ,
since th ere are no s l ots or blanks which need to be
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"filled" -- the answer can be given as either "yes" or
"no."

Furthermore, saturated questions can, in many cases,

be viewed as instances of unsaturated questions which have
the empty slot "fill ed," although they remain as questions
because the empty slot is not filled with confidence, as
i t were.

Thus, one might first ask, "What is X?" which

means "X is __?" followed by a thought that X could be Y,
so the further question, "Is X a Y?" is posed in order to
find out the correct answer (i.e., whether Xis Y or Xis
not Y).

If it is correct that Xis not Y, the process is

often repeated with a new candidate whereby the original
question can become correctly saturated.

In discussing

questioning, Collingwood uses both saturated a nd unsaturated qu es tions as examp l es .

It is clear that his theory

of presupposing is meant to b e applicable to both kinds.
For the most part, however, I shall be discussing saturated
questions since that fits my purpose.
The fact that something causes a particular question
to "arise" Collingwood calls the thing's "logical efficacy."

He does not define this notion clearly, although

he does provide a few comments about it.

The supposition

that p is said to hav e the same logical efficacy as a
statement that p (EM, 27).

Assumptions (suppositions which

are consciously made for the sake of argument) and presuppositions (which are another kind of supposition) also
have logical efficacy.

This property or aspect of
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assumptions, suppositions, and presuppositions does not
depend upon their being true or upon their being thought
true, but only upon their being supposed.

Collingwood

claims that there are clear exampl es of this last point in
both everyday life and in the conduct of science (EM, 28)
"where i t is possible and often profitable to argue from
suppositions which we know to be false, or which we b e li eve
to be false, or concerning which we have neither knowledge
nor belief as to whether they are false or true.

11

There is one aspect of Collingwood's work on the nature of questioning which could easily be overlooked.

And

i t is the fact that his line of res earch is directed by a
particular outlook.

He is investigating what might be

called normal and serious occasions of questioning .

His

aim, as I see it, is to present a charac terization of how
such occasions or act s can be successful.

I have found no

passages in which Collingwood expressly states th a t this
is his research goal; however, there are a few suggestive
comments from wh ich one can infer that he is intent upon
.
.
5
studying what constitutes a normal act o f questioning.

5 Just prior to discussing the serie s of "propositions"
through which he propounds his theory, Collingwood warns
11
(EM, 23):
r shall not be trying to convince the reader
of anything, but only to remind him of what h e already
knows perfectly well. 11 In introducing the notion of the
presuppositions of a question, he states that (EM, 25, my
emphasis ) "ordinari l y a question in volves l a rg e numbers of
them." See also p . 172 and p . 185 for s imil ar comments.
These utterances are some what vague, but they do provide
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But in the main I must rest my case for this claim about
Collingwood's goal upon the kinds of tactics that he employs in his method of work upon the "logical" nature of
questioning.

He makes the kinds of "moves" one would ex-

pect if he we re inte reste d in a nalysing the normal context.
Specifically, his technique revolves around discov ering
what look like necessary conditions for the successful
occurrence of normal que stioning as a form of communication.

In what I have sketched abov e, he has claimed that

a question cannot be "logically" asked unless its imme diate
presupposition has been made.

He expresses this in a

metaphor by saying that without its imme di a te pre supposition, a qu e stion "does not a ris e ."

'Ca n't b e aske d l o gi-

cally' and 'does n o t a ri se ' in t h ese u ses seem to make th e
b es t s e n s e when interpr eted a s b e ing expr essive of s ome
abnormality in t he communica ti ve context , an abnorma lity
which is caused by the lack of a n e cessary condition, or
(to be more accurate ) cause d by t he lack of a condition
which is prese n t in a successful normal. question (what I
am describing as abnormality is, I believe , ra t her like
what some contempora ry philosophers, such as Gilbert Ryl e ,
call "oddness").

Collingwood's admission that "verbally"

a question can be aske d without pre supposing anything would

some explic i t t extu a l evide nc e for my con ten t ion that
Collingwood ' s p r i n c ipal intention i s t o examine qu e s t ioning as i t occurs in norma l conte xts of " t h ought ."
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then mean that although such an expression might be grammati cally correct, it would not be normal.

This comment

of his serves, by the way , to indicate another necessary
condition of questioning, namely that the linguistic expression of a question must b e grammatically correct.
sider a ls o the t erm 'logical efficacy '.

con-

If one interprets

the phrase 'this question arises' as meaning (in part , at
l east ) that a particul ar questioning act is successful
and normal, then to say that a presupposition i s logically
efficacious in causing a question to arise woul d b e a way
of refe rring to the putative fact that in normally composing such an act of communication this presupposition h as
an important and indispensable f unction.
There is on e other aspect of Collingwood's discussion
of questions whi ch deserves attention.

A fair ly strong

case can b e made that h e is talking about questi ons which
are raised for the purpos e of informing the que stioner.
It is clear that Collingwood ' s theory of presupposing is
bas ed upon what occurs within th e conduct of what he calls
"high- grade" or " scientific" thinking .

He stresses this

throughout the discussion of presupposing .

I f a man is

thinking scientifically when h e makes a statement,
24)

(EM,

"he knows th at his statement is the answer to a ques-

tion and knows what that question is."

High-grade think-

ing also d epends upon an increase in mental effort .
lingwood describes that in this manner.

Col-
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Increase of mental effort brings about not
only a difference of degree in the intensity of
thinking but also a difference of kind in its
quality. At the lowe st level of intensi ty , as
we have seen, one is conscious only of 'intuiting'
or 'apprehending' what presents itself to one's
mind. To say that it presents i tself to one 's
mind is only a way of saying that one thinks about
it without noticeable effort. When one becomes
aware of effort, one becomes aware of a mental
hunger that is no longer satisfied by what swims
into one's mouth. One wants what is not there
and will not come of itself. One swims about
hunting for it. This ranging of the mind in
search of its prey is called asking questions. 6
The final sentence of the paragraph quoted above suggests another point about raising a question in order to
get information.

That sentence could be taken as a claim

that questioning for the purpose of b ecoming informed is
the central kind of questioning upon which all questions
for other purposes are conceptually d ependent.

For example,

one can ask questions to stimulate another person to think,
or one could ask a question in order to amus e someone.
In neither of these two cases does one ask the question
for the purpose of getting information.

Yet such cases

seem to make sense only if one understands that the central case is questioning in order to b e informed.

I take

Collingwood to be saying that what we call questioning in
the basic and central sense is questioning in which we are
in search of "prey. "

I conclude from this that the kind of

presupposing Collingwood discusses h e r e occurs within the

6 EM, 37.
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conduct of "scientific" thinking which he believes is asking questions for the purpose of gaining information.
Furthermore, I believe that he regards questioning undertaken for that purpos e to be the central and standard kind
of questioning upon which questioning for other purposes
is conceptually dependent.

7

Collingwood apparently thought that the account of
questioning I have just summarized was sufficient to make
clear his basic concept of presupposing.

But there are

grounds for claiming that he did not succeed completely.
For one thing, Collingwood is not explicit about the nature of the relationship between a question and the phenomenon he calls its presupposition.

In the second place, he

did not fully explicate the means by which one can come to
say that thus-and-so is the presupposition of a particular
question; he only notes that it is done by a "kind of analysis"

(EM, 22).

I attribute the lack of these details

to a pair of factors.

First, Collingwood has placed an

undue reliance upon unexplained metaphors in developing his

7 The P eircean analogue to Collingwood's " scientific
thinking" is "inquiry ." Peirce 's classic discussion of
inquiry is in CP, 5.374-387. For Peirce, inquiry is a
form of rational self-control . On r easoning and selfcontrol, see the following r epresentati ve passages: MS
288, pp. 27-33; CP 5 .418 -420 , 5 . 440 -441. Compare "logic
of question and answer " (Collingwood) with "inquiry"
(Peirce) in the light of a very common us e of 'inquire';
for example, "He was inquiring abou t your h ea l th, " or. "The
purpose of this inquiry is to discover whether there is any
truth in Smith ' s a ll egations ."
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view.

Second, I suspect that part of the reason his com-

ments are vague is that he did not fully carry out the aims
of his research program.

He fell short of his mark because

he did not grasp the full import of the t ask he had set for
himself.

This is not unusual in the work of a pioneer in

a new area or style of inquiry.

If my interpretation of

the nature of his work is correct, Collingwood would be
just such· an innovator in th e study of the philosophical
aspects of communication; for example, there are similarities between Collingwood's view and the work of contemporary scholars who are interested in studying "speech
acts."

8

It will be necessary to fill these gaps in Collingwood's approach if his view is t o make good sense in conjunction with studying the world views of other cul tures .
Therefore, I shall suggest an improved schema for presupposing.

I believe the best way to do that would be to

follow Collingwood's general guidelines for research as I
understand them.

Within that kind of approach, I shall

first develop a revised , though admittedly limited, model
for questioning.

8

A representative work within this contemporary movement is: John R. Searle, Speech Acts (Cambridge, 1969).
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2.

A Model for Questioning.
This model will b e limited in two senses.

First, t !; ＮＺｾ ＡＮＧＢ ･＠

is an obvious lack of space for fully treating such a topic
in a work of this nature and scope .

Second, because my

goal is to make Collingwoodian pre supposition more understandable, I need present only thos e aspects of questioning
which I think to be necessary to that end.
What follows is the result of reflecting upon questions of the form "Is X a Y?"

I choose to discu s s this

kind of question because the examples with which I shall
later deal fall under this typ e .

Furthermore, I believe

that a knowledge of the way in which saturated questions
are structured can easily be used to illuminate the logic
of uns aturated questions b ecause the former seem to b e somewhat more complex in arrangement.
several gene ral assumptions.

The mode l is based upon

I presume that the object of

study is what (on my interpretation) Collingwood might
agree is the central case in questioning , that which is
undertaken by the questioner in order to be informed by the
responde nt.

I also stipulate that the question b e serious

and successful.

In add ition I am presuming that the normal

conditions of communication for this kind of act are in e ffect.

I am considering this example as an instance of ques-

tioning which occurs within the context of inte rpersonal
communication.

I n order to account for questioning as it

occurs within intrapersonal dialogue (s e lf-dialogue) s ome
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modifications would have to be made, although I do not believe that they would be very extensive.

With these points

in mind, here are notes on some of the more important aspects of such questioning as I see them from the standpoint
of a questioner (abbreviated 'Q'), one who articulates the
question.
Ql.
context.

There is, or Q establishes, a questioning

Interrogative sentence form is obviously impor-

tant as a context indicator.

Such things as the speaker's

manner and the nature of the immediate environment are examples of factors one could also cite as being relevant
to the establishment of the context.

The situation and the

context indicators serve also to convey that Q is asking
the question b ecause he wants to be informed .
Q2.

Suppositions about the subject of the ques-

tion.
a.
X.

Q has an understanding of the subject,

I list this as a supposition because this understand-

ing is composed of one or more suppositions about X which
can be roughly described as "how Q is characterizing X."
The exact content of this understanding of the subject is
dependent upon what words make up the subject and what Q's
degree of familiarity is with them.

9

To use Collingwood's

9 one might think that obvious counterexamples to this
condition (Q2a} are questions which are asked in order to
get information about how to understand X:
for example,
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example, one uttering the question "Does this mark mean
'man'?" would understand the subject "this mark" (if he
didn't understand it at all and just uttered the sounds,
i t would not be a genuine question, or in Collingwood's
terms, i t would be "merely verbal").

Unless there is some

indication to the contrary, one's understanding of the subject of a question of this type will also inciude a supposition to the effect that there is such a thing as X.

By the

phrase "some indication to the contrary" I mean that some
aspect of the situation serves to show that an existential
supposition is inappropriate for this act of questioning.
For example, one could ask "Are unicorns white?"

Here the

word 'unicorn' along with one part of its standard meaning
(namely,

"beast which does not exist") is the indication

that no existential supposition is being made.

Another in-

teresting kind of case is that in which the overall speech
situation carries with it an openness concerning the existence of the subject.

One sometimes encounters this in

science; for instance, physicists are (or were) debating

"Is a riskleng a kosher pickle or a Japanese tea ceremony
-- just what the heck is it?" I - accept this as being a
request for information concerning how to further understand X, but surely even in such questions Q2a must be
satisfied if the question is normal. This is the case because questions like the "riskleng 11 example amount to asking "Is the meaning of 'X' Y?" Q2a applies here, for anyone seriously asking it in the normal way must understand
its subject, "the meaning of 'X'," which in this case would
involve such suppositions as '"X' is a meaningful word in
some languag e ."
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the properties of "quarks" without being at all sure whether
such things actually exist.
nate terms:

One could put this in alter-

often in an inquiry one must ask whether some

concept has an actual referent, and one accomplishes this
through the very kind of question under consideration here.
b.

Q supposes that it is at least possible

that R {the respondent, the person to whom Q directs the
question) knows of X.

This is the minimum state; very

often one is quite sure that R knows X.

If Q did not think

that there was at least a possibility that R knew of X's,
i t would not make much sense for him to ask R about X's.
He would prefer instead to ask someone he thinks might
know of X.
Q3.

Suppos itions about the predicate of th e

question.
a.

Q understands what it is for something

to have the predicate Y.

Typically this consists of one

or more suppositions which serve to characterize Y.

Again

using Collingwood's examp l e , "Does this mark mean 'man '?",
one uttering this question would understand the predicate
"mean 'man'

11

•

If he didn't have this understanding, the

charge of "merely verbal" would apply.

On the assumption

that Q is using standard English, Q's understanding of this
predicate would be characterized as expressing or signifying the usual sense of the word 'ma n'.
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Q supposes that it is at least possible

b.

that R knows about Y.

Without this supposition Q would

direct his question to someone other than R.
Q4.

Concerning the questioning mode.

To this

point, much of what I have said about X and Y could be the
case and we still would not have a question at hand.

That

is, one could have a conception or understanding of X and
of Y while not conceiving them as subject and predicate in
a question.

In describing X, for example, as the subject

of the question, I have been taking i t for granted that the
questioner has already placed X and Y together in a question.

I must now make this assumption explicit by describ-

ing what constitutes the juxtaposition of X and Y as a
ques t ion.

In other words, I must give an account of the

qu e stioning mode since Q is indicating (Ql) that he is asking a question.
First, Q supposes that in the response

a.

to his question, Y will either be affirmed or denied as a
That is, Q is able to imagine as possible

predicate of X.

responses (is able to conceive to be intelligible as responses) both (A) "X is Y" and (B)
b.
possible respons e s

11

X is not Y."

Q supposes that just one of the two
(A and B) is in actuality correct.

That is, Q supposes that either (I) A is correct and B is
incorrect or (II) B is correct and A is incorrect, but not
both.
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c.

Although Q may feel quite strongly that

one of these alternatives (I and II) is quite probable
(quite plausibly true, quite likely to be true) and the
other is rather improbable, Q must suppose that each of
these two options is a

11

live 11 option.

To state this con-

dition in other words, Q must suppose that each of the two
responses (A and B) is in some sense possible or intelligible as a correct response to the question and that (at
least minimally) there is something in favor of both A and
B.

Or, if we gloss "answer" as "correct response to the

question," then we can describe this condition as Q's supposition that either A or B could be the answer.

10

I

10collingwoo d has a discussion of this point . See EM,
ch. 28. This condition (Q4c) has some bearing on Collingwood ' s observation that certain questions do not "arise"
in one historical period or in a particular culture, but
do come to be asked at a later period, or at a later devel opment of a culture because of new experiences or cul tural contacts or the like. For example, biologists at
one time did not ask the question "Are birds descendants
of reptiles? 11 even though they possessed all the concepts
which are found in that question. They were led to ask
this question partly because of the new experience represented by the discovery of the fossilized Archeopteryx
which possessed b oth r eptilean and avian characteristics.
But in the period in which special creation and the immutability of species were held to be correct, there would be
a wide gap between concepts like "bird" and "reptile," at
least within the context of their biologica l antecedents.
With the advent of well-developed theories of evolution of
the species, a step which involved modifications in the
assumptions biologists had about the possible historical
interrelationships of species, it became more likely that
a question of the kind in my example would be asked, given
the discovery of such a fossil.
Indeed, until the evolutionist era , the discovery of Arch e optervx wou ld probably
be accounted ｦｯｾ＠
in some way consistent with the theory of
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believe that these conditions (Q4a-c) are quite close to
the core of Peirce's characterization of "true" or "gen11
uine" doubt.
d.

In asking the question, Q does not know

whether A is correct or B is correct, and Q wants (desires,
wishes, is motivated) to know (wants to be told) which of

special creation, a move which would militate against this
particular question's serious occurrence.
11

The following two passages are fairly typical of
11
the way Peirce characterizes genuine doubt.
•••
Two
different and inconsistent lines of action offer themselves. His action [i.e., the questioner's ac tion] is in
imagination ( or perhaps really) brought to a stop because
he does not know whether (so to speak) the right hand road
or the left hand road is the one that will bring him to
his destination; and (to continue the figure of speech)
he waits at the fork for an indica t ion. .
" CP 5. 510.
"We c annot begin with complete doubt. We must begin with
all the prejudices which we actually have when we enter
upon the study of philosophy. These prejudices are not
to be dispelled by a maxim, for they are things wh ich it
does not occur to us can be questioned. Hence, this initial skepticism will be a mere self-deception and not
real doubt; and no one who follows the Cartesian method
will ever be satisfied until he has formally recovered all
those beliefs which in form he has given up.
CP 5.265.
I take i t that things which i t does not occur to us can
be questioned are things toward which we do not hold supposition Q4c, primarily. I think it would be an accurate
paraphrase of Peirce's comments to state that belief is
the matrix from which doubt arises in that there must be
some conflict between two things both of which one takes
as intelligible and both of which one is inclined to believe to some extent. Furthermore, doubt logically requires the presence of certain beliefs:
for example, the
conflicting responses in a doubt require reference to a
single object (whether an actual object or a concept),
otherwise, there would be no source for the conflicting
or contradictory responses. Hence, doubting requires a
belief in the reality of the subject of the s entence expressing the doubt (cf. Q2).
11
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these two alternatives is · correct.

In the absence of this

kind of motivation, the question might be uttered, but it
12
.
.
wou ld no t b e a serious question.
This motivation might
take some unusual form, but in a serious question it will
be present in some way.
be

11

For example, the question might

Is my brother a murderer?"

In emotionally charged

questions such as this, it might be quite natural to feel
that one doesn't want to find the answer, but that one
should (for some reason) after all try to learn the answer.
However, surely i t is fair to say that the questioner in
such emotional cases is motivated, in some way, to seek an
answer; otherwise, one is at a loss to understand why and
how the question could be seriously asked.
e.

Q supposes that it is possible that R

knows which of the two possible answers (A and B ) is co rrect.
Without the presumption that R could conceivably have the
knowledge Q seeks, there would be no reason to ask R.

QS.

Q uses standard grammar and accepted usage

for his utterance.
Now I shall perform a similar examination of the same
example from the standpoint of

ｾｨ･＠

person (R) who responds

12A questioning act which lacks this feature bears
close resemblance to what Peirce called "paper" doubts, or
at least these paper doubts seem to lack a feature of this
kind, although just the absence of this feature may not be
the only thing that distinguishes them from genuine doubt.
See CP 5.514, 5.416, 5.376, 5.373-373.
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to the question, the one to whom the question was directed.
The overall assumptions of my analysis still apply.

And

just as Ql-5 are conditions which must hold from Q's standpoint if his question is to succeed as a central and normal
case of questioning, the following conditions are required
if the respondent is to take the question as normal.
Rl.

By means of contextual indicators from Q

(and perhaps because of the situation), R comes to understand two things:
a.

He sees that a standard questioning con-

text is present and that he is expected to respond with an
answer in order to inform Q.
b.

And just as Q indicates by his manner

and speech that he is a questioner in search of information, R will indicate his willingness to respond to the
question by giving the information if he has it.
R2.

R understands that Q is holding the kind of

suppositions about the subject which are outlined in Q2.
R understands that Q is supposing that it is possible that
R knows X.
R3.

R understands that Q is holding the kind of

suppositions about the predicate which are given in Q3.
R also understands that Q is supposing that it is possible
that R knows about Y.
R4.

R understands that Q is holding the kind

of suppositions.and motives that are outlined in Q4.
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Furthermore, R i s willing to provide the information Q is
seeking (in the form of what R believes to be the correct
answer) if R is able to do so (if R does in fact have some
kind of belief about the matter).
RS.

R listens to Q in terms of standard grammar

and correct usage for Q's utterance .
Some further annotations of the basic model are required.

First , the model is based upon a conversational

(face-to- face) setting.

Some appropriate changes would

have to be made if one were considering a written correspondence, or a dialogue with one's sel f, or if one were
considering such nonconversational contexts as writing a
book , or telling a b e dtime story.

It is possible that the

differences in these various contexts might be philosophically significant, just as a question having a form different from th e one considered might require a different
characterization.

But for now I am content to discuss just

th i s kind of question within a conversational context .
Second , just as I have discussed only one form a quest ion can take , I do not claim to have included all the
aspects necessary for a full treatment of that form .

And

even the points I have raised would require more detailed
consideration if this were an essay on questioning .

How-

ever , since this is a discussion of Coll ingwood's concept
of presupposing , I have tried to gauge the scope and completeness of th e model to fit that kind of proj e ct .
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'11h.ird, a very essential part of the overall scheme is
that both Q and R themselves presume that normal conditions
of communication hold for this particular communicative
act.

This in turn is possible only if they know how to

communicate in this particular way (standard questioning)
and only if each presumes that the other has this know-how.
In laying out this model I have made this assumption about
myself, that I have this know-how; then I have tried to
describe my know-how in what amounts to a fairly complex
hypothesis.

The obvious possibility that I might have

given a poor description of my ability is distinct from
the fact that I do have the ability to communicate.

That

is, I am not trying to argue (fallaciously) that b ecause
I know (equals "has the ability to communicate in") the
language, I know (equals "can give an accurate and complete
philosophical description of") what it is to communicate
in that language.

My hypothesis must be regarded on its

merits (which would involve how well i t might explain the
matter at hand as compared with competing hypotheses), not
because someone might (mistakenly) regard such accounts as
correct because of a linguistic form of the doctrine of
self-evident truths. 13

13contrary to a significant part of contemporary philosophy, I agree with Peirce that it is an important part
of the philosopher's business to propound explanatory hypotheses about .his subject matter, hypotheses which are
then tested in the appropriate sense. For examples of
Peirce's discussion of philosophy as a "Science of
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Fourth, I have adopted the conventio_n of speaking in
terms of supposing and suppositions because that locution
falls easily to the tongue when the subject is presupposing
or presupposition.

'Supposition' is a rather neutral term,

operating in this case something like a placeholder or a
blank which is to be filled with an appropriate mental
attitude.

To be more precise, instances in which I have

said "Q (or R) supposes . . . " are instances in which that
which fills the blank is a belief on the part of Q (or R).
In other words, instead of saying "Q supposes •
would be more precise to say that "Q believes

II

11
•

•

•

it
where

this belief stands in the relation of presupposing to the
overall communicative act.

These suppositions are beliefs,

for in questioning of this kind, belief is the normal mental attitude found in each of the appropriate supposi.
14
tions.

Discovery," see CP 1.180-202: 1.246-255; 1.126-134: 5.413:
MS 280, pp. 1-6. For an example of the way in which philosophical hypotheses can be tested, see "Questions Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed for Man," CP 5.213-263. For
an example of a position which is radically skeptical both
of the possibility of a science of philosophy and of the
assertion that there are testable explanatory theses in
philosophy, see Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations (New York, 1958), paragraphs 109:133.
14concerning doubt, Peirce held a similar position,
namely that doubts do not occur in a vaccuum, the re being
reasons for doubt plus other cognitions or beliefs assumed
in any given doubt. See CP 5.369: 5.265: 5.416: 5.512.
Wittgenstein came to hold a similar view late in his life.
See his On Certainty (Oxford, 1969), paragraphs 122, 150,
160, 247, 341-43, 354. Much of what Wittgenstein has to
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3.

Interpreting Collingwoodian ｐｲ･ｳｾｰｯｩｴｮ＠
Since the foregoing model is presented as an extension

of Collingwood's research, it is proper to point out now
that this extension can account for some of the missing
details in his notion of presupposing.

First, I shall con-

sider the "kind of analysis" by means of which, Collingwood claims, one can come to say that thus-and-so is the
immediate presupposition of a question .
.According to my model, there are several suppositional
components in normal questioning of this kind.

The suppo-

sitions Collingwood noted under the rubric "presuppositions
of a question" are limited to the kinds listed under Q2a
and Q3a (and possibly aspects .of Q4) in my presen t ation;
there are other kinds of suppositional components which he
did not take into account.

We might label those he clearly

noted (Q2a and Q3a) the c-suppositions (C for Collingwood)
of a question.

That the c-suppositions in my model amount

to the same thing as Collingwood's notion of a question's
immediate presupposition can be seen by working through the

say in this book parallels Peirce's account of doubt and
belief. There is evidence that Wittgenstein was in some
sense aware of this similarity, for he states (paragraph
422):
"So I am trying to say something that sounds like
pragmatism. Here I am being thwarted by a kind of
Wel tanschauung. 11 Perhaps his doubts that his remarks in
On Certainty amount to pragmatism can be explained in terms
of the hypothesis that he might have had in mind the pragmatism of James and not the pragmaticism o f Pe irce.
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example I gave above:

the immediate presupposition of

"Does this mark mean 'man'?" is "This mark means something."

This question is somewhat ambiguous.

I believe

that i t could be translated as either (I) "Is the meaning
of this mark 'man'?" or (II) "Is this mark a mark meaning
'man'?"
If version I is the intended import of the original
question, then given the principles of Q2-3, I can easily
state the C-suppositions.

In this case they include the

suppositions that there exist this (demonstratively indicated) trace or impression, and that i t (the mark) is a
sign in some language.

These two suppositions come to

about the same thing as the immediate presupposition Collingwood would give ("This mark means something")

for this

question.
If version II is the intended sense for the given
question, a complication arises because this version is
ambiguous concerning whether the mark is understood as
just a meaningless piece of erosion or as being an actual
inscription.

My model provides a way to make explicit the

C-suppositions of such a question while preserving this
original ambiguity.

On the assumption that version II is

a normal question, by the use of Q2 one can derive the supposition that there exists this demonstratively indicated
impression.

The principles in Q4 yield this supposition:

"'This mark is a mark meaning man' is intelligible when
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seen as the correct response."

That supposition makes

sense only if one is willing to consider that this mark is
conceivably a meaningful part of some inscription.

This

is the case because "mark meaning 'man'" could not be
predicated intelligibly of that which is being considered
definitely to be a meaningless piece of erosion or the
like.

If "mark meaning 'man'" is intelligibly predicable

of this mark, then this mark must be taken as conceivably
meaningful.

Therefore, the c-suppositions for version II

are "This mark exists" and "This mark is conceivably a
meaningful mark.

11

While these are slightly different from

the Collingwoodian immediate presupposition originally
given, I believe that they are more accurate and appropriate for this version of the original quest.ion.
I have worked through this example to show that my
model can more accurately handle the kinds of tasks Collingwood originally intended for his technique.

What I have

called the c-suppositions in my model are the aspects of
my revision of his approach which most clearly resemble
his original procedure.

The model is an improvement in

several ways because it takes notice of c-suppositions as
well as other kinds of appropriate suppositions, and it
suggests procedures for developing all these suppositions.
These c-suppositions have another feature which is
worth noting.

They are content-based, one might say,

while the other·suppositions in the mode l a re more
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concerned with formal or procedural aspects.

The exact

nature of these C-suppositions change s from one question
to another, but the procedural suppositions would apply to
any question of this kind.
With these points in mind, . it is possible to turn to
the second difficulty in Collingwood's characterization
of the phenomenon he calls presupposing:

what is the na-

ture of the relationship between a question and its presupposition?

I shall adopt the term 'contextual supposi-

tion' as a means of referring to any of the suppositions
noted in my model.

In terms of my interpretation, Colling-

wood' s presuppositions of a question are the same as the
C-suppositions in my model, which ar e , in turn, conte x t ual
suppositions; thus, a pre supposition in his sense is a contextual supposition.

The task a t h a nd c a n n ow b e seen as

a requirement to explain the relationship b e tween a question and one of its contextual suppositions.

The follow-

ing argument sche ma summarizes my answer to that problem.
1.

Q (a person) asks q (a question, e.g., "Is
X a Y?").

2.

If there are no r e asons to think that this
case (1) is not a normal, central case, it
is pre sumed to be a normal case .

3.

There are no r ·easons to think that this case
is n o t a n o rmal, centra l cas e .

Th e r efore ,

this case is presume d to be a normal case
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of questioning of this kind_ (i.e., questioning in order to be informed).
4.

All normal cases of questioning of this kind
are cases in which the person asking the
question supposes s

(a contextual supposi-

tion).
5.

Therefore it is reasonable to hold that

Q supposes s.
As i t stands, this argument schema does not obviously
show the relationship between a question and one of its
contextual suppositions.

It requires further commentary.

Premiss 1 is straightforward with one exception:

I have

limited the range of the variable q so that the onl y instances i t can have are questions of the form considered
in section 2.

If one developed a comprehensive theory to

include questions of any form, I suspect that one would
find that no difficulty would arise in permitting this
variable to range over any form a question might take.
Premiss 4 is correct if my model is correct.

The model

gives a series of contextual suppositions, each of which is
a necessary condition of any normal case of questioning of
this kind.

In this premiss, s can be any one of those con-

textual suppositions. · So, the fourth premiss simply restates the model in general terms.
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The second premiss is a new factor in my discussion.
This premiss is intended as a description of what might be
termed a social custom within our language community.

That

is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, in our
society we presume that communicative acts of
of this kind are normal.

ｱｵ･ｳｴｾｯｮｩｧ＠

This principle holds because the

central case is just one in which there is no need that
any additional factors or any other evidence be brought in
.before one can understand what is happening, while in the
cases of questioning which are parasitic upon the central
case (such things as questioning in order to "needle" someone) one has these other factors as a matter of necessity.
As I have said, the second premiss is a description of an
important principle we use in communicating; it is not a
generalization stating that most people operate this way
or that one operates this way most of the time.

In its

overall structure and use, this principle is similar to our
legal principle of the presumption of innocence until
proven guilty.
Premiss 3 is based upon one's knowledge of the immediate communicative situation;

"Based upon" in this in-

stance means that the third premiss is the conclusion of
a piece of interpretive inference, the premisses of which
are specific details of the communicative ｳｾｴｵ｡ｩｯｮＮ＠

Ob-

viously, not just any detail of a situation will do as a
premiss.

For example, the color of the speaker's clothing
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is usually irrelevant (but there are exceptions -- clowns
or escaped convicts, for instance).

Generally the kinds

of situational details which are pertinent for this inference are the kinds of things mentioned in the questioning
model.

Since the model is limited, it may not include all

the features or details one should (or could) give, but on
the assumption that those which are given are correct,
they are the kinds of things which are relevant to this
inference.
way:

To restate that point in a slightly different

what will count as premisses for this inference de-

pends upon what one counts as normal for such questions,
where 'normal' is being used in its natural language sense
in which it is synonomous with 11 g e nuine 11 (and not synono15
mous with "usua l").
In the sense I intend, when employed
as a modifier,

'normal' is used to call attention to a stan-

dard against which we evaluate something.

And in the kind

15 In referring to doubt and its role in initiating a n
inquiry, Peirce constantly reminds his readers that in order for an inquiry to arise, a real or genuine doubt must
be present; otherwise (i.e., if the doubt is only a nominal
doubt or a 11 paper 11 doubt) one will simply continue in the
state of belief as before and no inquiry will begin. In
Collingwoodian language, one would say that in order to
seek an answer, one must have a real (normal) question,
not merely a verbal one; otherwise (i.e., without a real
question arising), one would have no need to seek an answer,
so one would simply continue on without an increase in
"mental effort 11 or without feeling any "mental hunger."
Cf. Q4c above. The following citations are also representative of Peirce's view concerning real doubt: CP 5.370387; 6.485; 6.469.
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of questioning I have been discussing, what counts as genuine, as the norm against which such questioning acts are
evaluated as standard, is given in the mode l.

In this

sense, to say that a question is normal is to say that it
is a real question.
Someone might object that in my account I am confusing
contextual implication with presupposing.

I believe that

such a complaint would be founded upon a misunderstanding
of what I have been trying to accomplish.

I have not ap-

proached Collingwood's work with the preconception that
what he is talking about is the same thing as some accepted
sense of the term 'presupposition'.

I have been trying to

find out what he means when he uses that term, as if he had
simply used 'X' or 'Q-factor'

(or any other mysterious

title) instead of 'presupposition'.

The above objection,

however, violates this part of my procedure, for the objection can only make sense if one has already given some
particular meaning to 'presupposition'.

I think that I

have discovered what Collingwood was talking about when he
used the term in question.

To avoid confusion, perhaps it

would be appropriate to describe Collingwoodian presupposition as "contextual supposition," because it is not quite
the same as what has been called contextual implication.
Neither is it identical with something like Strawsonian
presupposition .

In Strawsonian presupposition to say that

the statements presupposes S' is to say that the truth of
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S' is a necessary condition for the truth or falsity of
s. 16 A major dissimilarity here is that Collingwood is
dealing with questions, and it would be difficult to see
how a question could be understood as being either true or
false.

Professor Alan Donagan, a leading student of Col-

lingwood's work, suggests another way of looking at Collingwoodian presupposition, a suggestion which I take to be misleading.

He states that " • • • the logical relation in

terms of which a presupposition is defined is, for Strawson,
a relation between two statements, for Collingwood it is a
relation between a statement and a question. 1117

Thus I

take it that Donagan is proposing to interpret Collingwoodian presupposition as being some kind of logical relationship, after t h e fashion of mater ial implication or entailment, which exists between a question and a statement.
Aside from difficulties one might encounter in trying to
use a question much as one would use a proposition to form
a logically compound sentence with its main connective being something called a "presupposition connective ," this
proposal of Donagan's points our attention toward the possibility that questions are some kind of logical entity on
a parallel with propositions.

And this misinterprets

16P. F. Strawson, Introduction to Logical Theory
(London, 1952), 175.
17Alan Donagan, Th e Later Philosoph v of R. G. Collingwood (Ox ford , 1962), 70 .
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Collingwood, for Collingwood is talking about questioning
acts, not just questions.

When Collingwood says that a

question p presupposes p'

(a supposition), what he means

is that supposing p' is one of the background conditions
for the normal act of someone communicating p (i.e., as a
question).

Furthermore,

11

supposing p'

11

is not the same
\

as "stating p',

11

a condition which would be required given

. Donagan's interpretation.

Collingwood's view has it that

the relationship is based upon the nature of the communicative act of questioning in its normql instances; he does
not see presupposing as some kind of logical connective
that links "questions" and "statements."
This concludes my attempt to further explain the phenomenon Collingwood called "presupposition of a question."
To summarize, it appears that "presupposition" as used by
· collingwood is ambiguous, sometimes referring to the relationship between a question and that which it might presuppose, or sometimes referring to that which a question
presupposes, namely its presupposition, which could be such
things as a belief, a presumption, or a statement.

This

suggests that no linguistic entity is, in and of itself, a
presupposition.

It gains that status only insofar as it

enters into the presupposing relation as the background
condition of a communicative act.

That is, the interest-

ing thing about presupposition is its relational aspect,
not the other aspect I have noted.

With this in mind i t
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would be wise to be explicit about this ambiguity in using
the term 'contextual supposition', which is my emendation
for Collingwood's 'presupposition'.

Therefore I shall

limit that term, employing it only in the relati onal sense.
To say that a conununicative act contextually supposes

s

will serve as saying that S stands in that relation to this
act, S being some appropriate linguistic entity such as a
- belief or a presumption.

On the other hand, to use the

substantive mode in saying that S is a contextual supposition of some conununicative act is not a way of saying that
S is some special kind of linguistic entity known as a
"supposition" or a "contextual supposition"; rather i t will
be a way of saying that S stands in the relation of contextu a l supposing to that act, the term 'suppos i t ion' in
this locution being a space holder for .wha tev er the background condition might be (Sin this case).

For example,

to say "Belief X is a contextual supposition of act Y" is
not a way of saying that X is a supposition as opposed to
being a belief.

The fact that X ente rs into the relation

of contextual supposing does not alter its status as a belief.

Rather, it is a way of saying how belief X is related

to act Y,

'supposition' being used as a place holder for

X's place in the relation.

One could coin a name for the

place that Y holds in the relation,

'base' for instance.

Thus to say that Y is the communicative base for X would
not b e a way of-saying th a t Y is s ome s p ec i a l k ind of
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entity -- it remains as an act of questioning or whatever.
This way of speaking is simply a means for noting the relation between Y and X.

CHAPTER III
PRINCIPIA
After the work of the preceding chapter, · ! am now in
a position to provide an account of the nature of principia,
the basic beliefs in a world view or belief system .

Since

I shall be comparing principia with Collingwood's absolute
presuppositions, the discussion of presupposing was a necessary prerequisite for understanding that part of his view
which is now before us.

Because my purpose in discussing

absolute presuppositions is to provide a "springboard" for
presenting my proposals concerning principia, I shall not
dwell on many details of Collingwood's approach which I
would need to consider if my purpose were to present a
clos e ly written analysis and evaluation of his philosophy.
1.

Relative and Absolute Presuppositions
Collingwood distinguishes between presuppos itions

which are relative and those which are absolute.

He main-

tains that any particular presupposition, given the context within which i t occurs, is correctly described with
just one of these terms -- it could not be at once both
relative and absolute in the same context.
In Collingwood's scheme a relative presupposition
(abbreviated 'RP') is (EM, 29) "one which stands relatively
to one question· as its presupposition and r e latively to
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another question as its answer."

Furthermore, only RP's

can be verified.
To question a presupposition is to demand that
it be ' verified' ; that is, to demand that a question
should be asked to which the affirmative answer would
be that presupposition itself, now in the form of a
proposition. To verify the proposition that ·my measuring tape is accurate [a presuppositi on of his use
of the tape] is to ask a question admitting of the
alternate answers ' the tape is accurate ', 'the tape
is not accurate'. Hence to speak of verifying a
presupposition involves supposing that it is a relative presupposition.l
Collingwood has more to say about absolute presuppositions (abbreviated 'AP') than he does about RP's.

The fol -

lowing list summarizes the way he characterized this notion.

I have appended convenient symbols in order to

facilitate subsequent references to this summary. No doubt
.
.
there will be many questions that occur to readers of the
following list, questions concerning the correctness of
what Collingwood is proposing.

I

do not now propose to

try to either attack or defend these statements.

My pur-

pose is to get Collingwood's account of the nature of AP's
before the reader in a succinct form.

Subsequently I

shall

have several criticisms to offe r, although surely I shall
not mention all that m.ight come to mind.
APl.

An AP is (EM, 31) "one which stands , rela-

tively to all qu estions to which it is relate d , as a presupposition, never as an answer."

1 EM, 30 .
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AP2.

Among those persons who adopt a particular

AP, that AP is not questioned (EM, 31).
AP3.

People are apt to be ticklish in their ab-

solute presuppositions (EM, 31).

By this metaphor, Col-

lingwood means that when one questions an AP that a person
holds, that person is liable to become evasive or angry;
in short, he will refuse, often in a testy manner, to accept
the question, or if he accepts it in some sense, he may angrily refuse to answer it.
AP4.

Since whatever is stated is in answer to a

question, and a proposition is that which is stated, and
since AP's are n ever answers to questions, it follows that
AP's can not be propositions.

This being the case , the

distinction b etween truth and falsehood does not apply to
them (EM, 32) .
AP5.

AP's are not capable of being ver ified;

the idea of verification is not applicable to them (EM, 31).
AP6.

An AP can not be undermined by "experience"

since it is (in a given society) the yard-stick by which
experience is judged (EM, 194).
AP7.

Th e importance of AP's is due to their

logical efficacy by means of which questions are enabled
to arise.

This efficacy in turn does not depend upon their

being true or verifiable, but only in their being supposed
(EM, 32}.

Of course, RP's have l ogical efficacy too, so

this feature is not a generic one for AP's.

What Collingwood
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probably has in mind here is that for AP '.s this feature
takes on new importance which it does not have in the case
of RP's.
AP8.

While an AP is not a proposition, a meta-

physical statement -- a statement of the form that on suchand-such an occasion thus-and-so (an AP) was absolutely
presupposed by someone -- is indeed a proposition which
will be either true or false.

Metaphysical statements are

clearly a sub-class of historical propositions (EM, 55).
Metaphysics for Collingwood is the historical science of
AP' s

(EM, 47): "metaphysics is the attempt to find out

what absolute presuppositions have been made by this or
that person or group of persons, on this or that occasion
or group of occasions, in the course of t h is or that piece
of thinking.

11

AP9.

An AP never occurs alone; rather AP's are

always found in what Collingwood calls "constellations of
AP's."

Furthermore, AP's in such a constellation will be

"consupponible,

11

meaning that (EM, 66)

"it must be logically

possible for a person who supposes any one of them to suppose concurrently all the rest."

The relationship of con-

supponibility is not one of implication, for if i t were,
the consequent of such an implication would not be an AP,
since i t would become relative to the antecedent of the
implication (EM, 67).

Thus, metaphysics as the historical

science of AP's is not deductive in the f ash i o n of Spin""-. -

T:'..a..k.: - -
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APlO.
era to another.

Absolute presuppositions change from one
'l"he sense of change which Collingwood

seems to have in mind here could be described as a change,
within the thought of one person or a group of persons,
from holding one presupposition as absolute to holding another (although perhaps related) presupposition as absolute,
the former presupposition no longer being an AP in the
thought of this person or group.

The example he gives

(EM, 49-51) deals with what he takes to be a transition,
within the historical development of physics, from the AP
"Some events have causes" to the AP "All events have causes"
to the AP "No events have causes."

The picture Collingwood

is presenting here s eems to b e that the first AP in this
seri es was replaced, as an AP (ceased to be an AP for physics), b y the second in the series, and so on.

Collingwood

also holds that because people are not ordinarily aware of
their AP's (hence they are not usually aware of any changes,
in the above sense, that occur in them), changes in AP's
are typically not a matter of choice (EM, 48n).

2

2 Given this part of Collingwood's view, i t is difficult to see why he thought i t was appropriate to use the
adjective 'absolute ' to ､･ｳ｣ｾｩ｢＠
this ·k ind of presupposition. Other writers, noting (as Collingwood also does)
that "absolute " presuppositions often los e their status as
"absolutes" in the passage from one epoch to another, have
preferre d locu t ions such as "ultimate presupposition," as
does, for example, E. A. Burtt, in his In Search of Philosophic Und e rstanding (New York, 1965, p. 150). Collingwood
could say tha t an AP i s , rel ative to th e system of t hought
in which it is f ound, absolute .
But th at way of talking
is more trouble than i t is worth.
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APll.

AP's undergo changes because a given con-

stellation is always subject to what Collingwood calls
"strains."

He does little to explicate this notion, the

following being the best account I hav e found in his work.
['11he metaphysician] . . . will expect the v arious presuppositions he is studying to be consupponible only
under pressure, the constellation being subject to
_certain strains and kept together by dint of acertain compromise or mutual toleration having behind
it a motive like that which causes p a rties to unite
in the face of an enemy. '11his is why the conception
of metaphysics as a 'deductive' science is not only
an error but a pernicious error, one with which a
reformed metaphysics will have no truce. '11he ambition of 'deductive' metaphysics is to present a constellation of absolute presuppositions as a strainless structure like a body of propositions in mathematics.
That is all right in mathematics because
mathematical propositions are not historic a l propositions. But it is all wrong in metaphysics. A reformed .metaphysics will conceive any g iven conste llation of absolute presup positions as having in its
structure not the simplicity and calm that characterize the subject-matter of mathema tics but the intricacy a nd restl e ssness th a t charac terize the
subject-matter, say, of legal or constitutional history. 3
Collingwood has given a long example of the occurrence
of an AP.

It will be helpful to quote this in its entirety

along with his analysis of such an event.

This example ｩｾ＠

particularly felicitous because of its obvious relevance
to the interview situation which confronts a student of
world view studies who is trying to elicit comments on the
basis of which he can characterize a native's world view.

3

EM, 76-77; cf. 48n.
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Thus if you were talking to a pathologist about
a certain disease and asked him 'What is the cause
of the event E which you say sometimes happens in
this disease?' he will reply 'The cause of Eis ｃＧｾ＠
and if he were in a communicative mood he might go
on to say 'That was established by So-and-so, in a
piece of research that is now r egarded as c l assical ' .
You might go on to ask:
'I suppose before so-and-so
found out what the cause of E was, he was quite sure
it had a cause?'
The answer would be 'Quite sure,
of course'.
If you now say 'Why?' he will probably
answer 'Because everything that happens has a cause'.
If you are importunate enough to ask 'But how do
you know that everything that happens has a cause?'
he will probably blow up right in your face, because
you have put your finger on one of his absolute presuppositions, and people are apt to be ticklish in
their absolute presuppositions. But if he keeps his
temper and gives you a civil and candid answer, it
will be to the following effect.
'That is a thing
we take for granted in my job. We don't question it.
We don't try to verify it.
It isn't a thing anybody
has discovered, like microbes or the circulation. of
the blood.
It is a thing we just take for granted'.
He is telling you that it is an absolute presupposition of the science he pursues.4
If the inquirer can find a person to experiment
upon who is well train ed in a certain kind of scientific work, intelligent and earnest in his devotion to it, and unaccustomed to metaphysics, let him
probe into various presuppositions that his 'subject'
has been taught to make in the course of his scientific education, and invite him to justify each or
alternately to abandon it.
If the 'inquirer' is
skillful and . the 'subject' the right kind of man,
these invitations will be contemplated with equanimity, and even with interest, so long as relative
presuppositions are concerned. But when an absolute presupposition is touched, the invitation will
be rejected, even with a certain degree of violence.
The rejection is a symptom that the 'subject',
cooperating with the work of analysis, has come to
see that the presupposition he is being asked to
justify or abandon is an absolute ｰｲ･ｳ
ｵｰｯ
ｳｩｴｯｮｾ＠
and the violence with which it is expressed is a
symptom that he feels the importance of this absolute presupposition for the kind of work to which
he is devoted.s
4EM, 31.

SEM, 43-44.
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2.

'Absolute Presupposition', an Inappropriate Term.
This list of attributes points out a problem for Col-

lingwood.
AP is.

Nowhere does he explicitly say exactly what an

He provides us with many qualities and symptoms of

AP's, but he does not openly declare what they might be,
aside from being AP's.

And that is obviously not adequate

if one accepts the interpretation of his term 'presupposition' which I developed above.

On that account, to say

that something is a presupposition is to claim that it
stands in the relation of contextual supposing to some
particular communicative act.

But, in itself, this knowl-

edge does not tell us anything about the nature of the contextually supposed thing; on the basis of just t h is much
information any number of things could qualify to stand in
such a relation -- beliefs, statements, propositions, dispositions, assumptions, choices, and so on.
the

｣ｯｮｴ･ｸｵ｡ｬＡｾ＠

Saying that

supposed thing is also absolute does not

help either, for one wants to know what is absolute.

The

answer to this conundrum cannot be that the contextually
presupposed thing is a presupposition, for we have seen
that this term is only the substantive mode for expressing
the relation of contextual supposing and is not descriptive
of the thing which occupies the "blank" in that relation.
Thus, it seems reasonable to assert that Collingwood's
phrase "absolute presupposition" is an unh appy choic e of
words, not only because of difficulties with 'presupposition'
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but because AP's are not truly absolute, in that they change
(in the sense mentioned above).

This result does not mean

that there is no genuine phenomenon corresponding with Collingwood 1 s phrase; it only means that an inappropriate set
of words were chosen to describe the phenomenon.
We now require an identification of the basic nature
of the phenomenon Collingwood characterizes with the term
'AP'.

If one takes note of APl, which is his fundamental

description of AP's, I think it will be fairly easy to
satisfy this requirement.

According to that description,

an AP always stands as a contextual supposition to the
requisite kind of questioning.

Furthermore, the particular

kind of contextual supposition Collingwood had in mind
would be one of those I have called C-suppositions.

And,

as I have indicated in discussion of the questioning model,
in the normal case these are beliefs.

So, since the kind

of questioning mentioned in APl is normal questioning like
that in my model, i t follows that AP's are basically beliefs of some kind.

There is textual evidence that Colling-

wood would agree with this conclusion, for in discussing
"God exists 11 as an AP (EM p. 188) he states:

11
•

•

•

a per-

son accustomed to metaphysical thinking, when confronted
with the words 'God exists', will automatically put in the
metaphysical rubric and read 'we believe (i.e., presuppose
in all our thinking} that God exists'.

11

I take it that

here Collingwood is explicitly stating that the thing which
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stands in the relation of. contextual presupposing to many
questions having to do with God (in these persons' minds)
is a belief.

Thus, we seem to be licensed to substitute
6
"belief " for "presupposition."
Perhaps th e r eason Colling-

wood preferred to describe certain kinds of beliefs as AP's
lies in his intention to develop a relational account, that
is, a description of the systemic aspect inherent in belief systems by means of which the system is ordered, one
set of belie fs thereby being more "basic" than others.

In

describing this relational aspect, he seems to have taken
for granted that the things being so relat ed are beliefs.
Conclusions similar to thos e I have just mentioned
concerning AP 's will also be applicable to RP's, especially
to th e use of 'presupposition ' in that l ocution .

And just

as I am making use of the term "principium " as a way of
referring to my characterization of the basic beliefs which
Collingwood described as AP's, I shall require another new
term to substitute for his phrase "relative presupposition."
Because of considerations which I shall make explicit as
the discussion develops, I shall prefer the term "reasoned
belief" as being more appropriate than RP.
I shall subsequently have numerous commehts to offer
concerning the status of principia within a belief system,

6 see also EM, 193, 197. Additional rather explicit
comments al ong .these lines can be seen in Co llingwood's
Autobiography , 66-67.
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but at the moment, it is necessary to say something about
the nature of belief in general.

A belief is basically

a habitual way of acting, not the actions themselves; belief is a habit such that, given a particular kind of situation, one will act in a certain kind of way.

Collingwood

uses phrases sugges tive of this doctrine in enough instances
to lead one to suspect that h e might have been willing to
concur with it h ad i t explicitly come to his attention.
For example, in speaking of a change from one AP to another,
he stated that "it is the most radical change a man can
undergo, and entails the abandonment of all his most firmly
established h abits and standards for thought and acti on .

,.7

However, there is littl e in Collingwood's work which can
be of assistance in focusing more sharply this view of th e
natur e of b e lief.

For that , I must turn t o Peirce who ,

following Bain (s ee CP 5.12), made an analys is of beli ef
an important part of . his philosophy.

According to Peirce,

the function of b e lief is to serve as a guide to our actions.

Be liefs can fulfill this rol e becaus e they are es-

sentially in the form of a habit.
'

And 'habit ' has the

following meaning.
Let us us e the word "habit," throughout this book,
not in its n arrowe r, and more proper sense, in

7 EM, 48n. Cf. EM 96, 133, 134, 192, 194, 1 96 . Compare this with Peirce ' s account (for exampl e , CP 5 .3 58f .)
of the difficulties inh e rent i n the passage from beli ef to
doubt to b e li ef .
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which it is opposed to a natural disposition (for the
term acquired habit will perfectly express that narrower sense), but in its wider and perhaps still more
usual sense, in which it denotes such a specialization, original or acquired, of the nature of a man
• • . that he • . . will b ehave , or always tend to
behave , in a way describable in general terms upon
every occasion (or upon a considerable proportion
of the occasions) that may present itself of a generally describable character.8
Peirce rejects the notion that i t is the single deeds that
constitute the belief-habit.

It is instead a general way

of acting, often expressed in conditional propositions,
which comprise the belief.

Nor does belief, in many in-

stances, make us act at once; i t puts us into such a condition that we will b ehave in a particular way should the
occasion arise.

Belief is a satisfactory state, one which

we do not avo id or change into another b e lief unless we
are faced with a shock or surprise bro ught about b y certain
kinds of new experiences, experiences which interfere with
the smooth operation of the habitua l way of acting such
that the habit is no longer followed, a nd action is suspended in a state of hesitancy, or would b e so suspended
.

.

.

.

in an appropriate situation.

9

Concernihg this characterization of belief, a friend
of mine, who is a very accomplished folklorist, proposed
the following objection.

8

"The statement that b e lief is

CP 5.538.

9 s ee CP 5.370f., 5.417, 5.480, 5.510.
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basically a habitual way of acting blurs .an important distinction between thinking and acting, for one can hold a
belief which does not result in action.

For · example, some-

one might believe that a dog's howl is a sign (in the s e nse
of "omen") of impending death in one's f amily .

Now believ-

ing that is surely not a way of acting in the normal sense
of the word acting, for belief is a state of mind, and
states of mind are not actions."

This is a felicitous com-

plaint, for it offers an opportunity to clear up some common misunderstandings about this way of con c e ivin g the
nature of belief.
First, by "way of acting" I do not mean something lik e
the use of "way" in "See that action he is taking ; isn't
he performing it in an a dmirable way?"

This s e ns e o f t he

word refers to a particular quality in a p e rson's actions
as they occur in the present.

The meaning I attached to

the word when I used it in describing belief is something
iike its meaning in "My way is to keep my feet widely
spread when trying to hit the ball to left ｦｩ･ｬ､ｾＢ＠

Here

the speaker is talking about one way as opposed to a n other,
I

and the kind of action of which he speaks is not now occurring.

Note also that the general form of this comment is

conditional

given situ a ti on A, ac·tion B will be taken

(as opposed to action

c

or D, and so on).

Thus, a belief

is more than just actions, or regularity in actions7 however, given a certain belief, th e r e will b e a r egul a rity
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or pattern in my actions in appr.o priate situations.

This

factor is important in the study of world views, for an observed regularity in action is good grounds for the hypothesis that the person or persons involved in the action have
a particular belief.

But, the belief cannot be reduc e d to

an action or a set of actions, just as a rule cannot be
reduced to the set of instances in which it is obeyed.

In

Peirce's terms, a belief (since i t is a habit) is an example
of an irreducible "Third. 1110
Is i t true, then, as my friend suggested, that one can
hold a belief that does not result in action?

In one sense,

this is a correct statement, because having a b e lief does
not imply that one is now acting.

As in the case of th e

example g i ven above , one can b e lieve that a dog ' s howl i s
an omen of death while tak ing no action r e l ated to such an
omen.

However , there is one sense in which it is true that

having a belief must r esul t in action.

Suppose that some-

one hears a dog ··s howl under the appropriate circumstances,
and then behaves as if there is no impending death in his

lOFirst, Second, a nd Third are the terms Peirce uses
to designate his "categor i es. " These categories are very
wideranging in Peirce's philosophy; furthermore, they take
on different aspects depending upon which philosophical
issue is under discussion.
It would be virtually impossible
to provide any kind of short summary of this doctrine that
would be fair to Peirce's intentions. Therefore, I ask the
interested reader to consult the following article which
provides a good introduction to this aspect of Peirce 's
thought:
Richard Rorty , " Pragmatism , Categories , and Language," Phil osophical Rev i ew, 70(1961), 197-223.
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family (or in the appropriate group).

Then we would rightly

think that he does not in reality have this belief about
the significance of a dog's howl.

In other words, having

a belief means that, given a particular type of circumstance, one has a habitual way of acting .

So, if a person

declares that he has a certain belief, yet does not act in
the appropriate way in the kind of situation relevant to
his belief, he doe s not have that belief.

Paraphrasing

Collingwood, we could say that this would be a "merely
verbal" belief, or in Peircean terms, we would say that it
is a "paper" belief; that is, this person has only uttered
the words, "I believe x."
kind of habit.

He does not have the requisite

Hence , he does not have the belief in ques -

tion.
3.

Principia and Justification
It will be convenient now to consider Collingwood's

observation that an AP is not questione d among people who
adopt it (AP2).

I want to do that by examining the kind

of situation Collingwood depicts in the pathologist example
cited above.

I choose to work in terms of this example

partly b ecause it is representa tive of the kind of issues
one would confront in d eveloping a culture's world view by
means of conducting interv iews, one difference being that
the student of world view will be conversing with
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.
11
non-scientists.

For the sake of brevity, I shall shorten

'questioner' and 'respondent' to 'Q' and 'R' respectively .
. on the basis of Collingwood's example, i t is clear
that the context of questioning relevant to the characterization of principia (AP's, roughly) is that of questioning
a principium's justification, for in this example Q continually asks R to inform Q of the justification R has for
some belief R holds.

12

This procedure reaches a point at

11

The native informant is not a scientist in the sense
of that term that is associated with institutionalized
science in modern society: however, the native is a scientist in the broad sense in which Collingwood uses the word
in that the native has a systematic and orderly way of
thinking.
12 In addition to the light these ｣ｯｾｭ･ｮｴｳ＠
might throw
upon the n ature of a principium, they are important for
another r e ason, for they confirm something which has been
implicit in my discussion of Collingwood on questioning
(the questioning model) as a nnotated by Peirce ' s views on
doubting.
It now seems clear that what Collingwood meant
by "questioning" was normal questioning directed toward
finding out a belief's justification, a nd this sense of
"question " is that which is often us ed as a surrogate for
"doubt." One could say that the communicative activity of
serious questioning in search of information about a b e li ef 's justification is one speech counterpart of honest
doubt in search of a stable belief, doubt being often discussed in ｰ･ｾｳｯｮ｡ｬ＠
or psychological terms and questioning
being often discussed in linguistic or communicational contexts .
Collingwood emphasizes questioning and speech,
whereas Peirce often focuses on the personal aspect in terms
of doubt and belief .
Epistemically, there seems to be no
important difference between these two schemata: the two accounts app ear to be functionally identical. This suggests
that Collingwood's logic of Question and Answer and Peirce 's
account of the process of the Fixation of Belief (what he
generally refers to as Inquiry, see CP 5 . 374) are somewhat
equivalent descriptions of the same process .
Peirce prefers th e general designation , Inquiry , while Collingwood,
emphasizing wha·t Peirce would call the scientific kind of
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which R responds with a belief which is a justification
for previous responses in which R believes, but which

inquiry (as opposed to non-scientific kinds of inquiry),
calls i t Scientific Thinking. Both these terms were intended to stand for something other than the meanings
usually associated with "science," as found in such locutions as "physical science 11 or "empirical science." I
think that the process that they were meant to describe is
something like "mental life as ordered, ongoing thinking
which is directed toward truth, 11 or at least, one's best
attempt at that kind of thinking.
It would be pertinent
to add here that Peirce's doubt-belief model could also be
seen as a communicational model, since it seems to be ultimately based upon his "theory of signs" which is a general logic of communication. No one has shown this, nor
do I intend to do it now, but I feel certain that this is
the matrix for Peirce's theory of inquiry .
I have mentioned Collingwood's account of "scientific thinking" in
earlier remarks. For Peirce's theory of inquiry, consult
"The Fixation of Belief," CP 5.358f . For some comments by
Peirce on questioning, see CP 5.394, 6.191, 5 .584, 5.370f.
I will not attempt to defend this comparative thesis
in detail here.
Instead, in addition to the suggestive
comments I have made above, I shall only add that I am not
alone in advancing it. Profe ssor Louis O. Mink in Mind,
History, and Dialectic: The Philosophy of R. G. coIIIngwood (Bloomington, Ind., 1969 ) states (p. 7):
. . . The themes most explicit in Collingwood's later
work but discoverable throughout the whole career of
his thought are those commonly associated with ｾﾭ
matism and existentialism.
In a very general way,
this may account for the fact that philosophers have
found in Collingwood a provocativeness not easy to
dismiss as merely a matter of styl·e or manner, while·
nonphilosophers have endured his philosophical arguments in the feeling that they carry significance
beyond the intramural disputes of professional philosophers.
Mink continues by noting in some detail certain affinities
between Collingwood and the pragmatists, primarily Dewey
(see pp. 7-9). Of specific interest to the issue at hand
is the fact that Mink agrees that Collingwood's logic of
question and answer is best understood as a theory of inquiry in the pragmatist mold. One additional bit of textual
information from both Collingwood and Peirce seems to provide further evidence for this thesis.
In his Autobiography,
Collingwood exposes his brand of pragmatism very nicely
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itself has no further justification, or at least R (nor
any other member of his society, Collingwood suggests) is
unable to inform Q of any further justification for it.
The requests for justification take this form:
you say {believe) justified?"

"Is what

In the final request for

justification, "what you say (believe)" refers (in this
particular case) to "Every event has a cause ."

This b e -

lief is identified as a principium because R does not question its justification, or he simply refuses to question
its justification, perhaps becoming angry when asked to
justify it.

The fact that in regard to justification, R

"calls a halt" at this point is one fact which leads Q
to entertain the hypoth esis that this b e li ef is a principium in R's thought.

This kind of example is important

for und erstanding principia and for developing a workable
interview technique for world v i ew studies.

Hence, it de-

serves detailed attention.
Taking "Every ev_e nt has a cause" to be represented by
'E', the question a t which R balks is written as "Is E
justified?"

The following account is an abstract of certain

(pp. 26f.) in that he admits that h e is of the "laboratory"
frame of mind when i t comes to knowledge. This phrase is
one of Peirce 's favorite locutions for describing his own
view in contrast to what he called "seminary" philosophy:
see CP 1.126-129; 5.411; 6 .3. CP 1 .128 suggests also that
Peirce's view of the nature of metaphysics parallels that
advanced by Collingwood.
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aspects of this situation in terms of appropriate parts of
the questioning model.

In seriously asking this question,

Q believes that the possible answers are (A) E is justified
and (B) Eis not justified (Q4a).

Q believes that just one

of these two possible answers is in actuality correct
(Q4b), and Q believes that each of these options is in some
sense possible and intelligible as a correct answer (Q4c).
Furthermore, Q does not know which of these two options is
correct, and Q is motivated to learn which option is actually correct (Q4d).

Meanwhile, upon hearing this ques-

tion, R understands that Q is holding the kinds of beliefs
I have outlined .above (R4).

However, R does not understand

that option B is even possibly correct, so in the absence
of this component (that part of the R side which corresponds to Q4c), R rejects this question as being abnormal.
We must remember that R believed that what he was about to
hear from Q would be a normal question .

He believed this

because questions preceding this one were normal and the
questioning context for this one suggested that what Q was
about to say would be normal.

But, in effect, R comes to

reject this contextual supposition and says instead that
this is not a normal question, not a question that would
be asked in his society.

That is the impact of R in Col-

lingwood' s example saying, "We don't question it.

11

The important issue now becomes the reason (or reasons)
why R, from his side of the communication , rejects Q4c for
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this particular question .

In approaching an answer to this

matter, I shall first focus upon a more complete characterization of that element in t erms of this specific request
from Q.

What we have h e re is not simply normal question-

ing, but rather normal ques tioning of justifications.
Prior ·to the question at which R "balks,'' the questions
had been directed toward eliciting beliefs from R, b e liefs
expressed in the form "P is the justification of Q.

11

In

the final question, R has no belief which could serve in
the slot for P in the foregoing format.

Although he might

believe E is justified, R cannot provide Q with a stateme nt of a belief which justifies E because he does not
know of such a belief .

I f h e admits R's question as nor-

mal, h e will b e forced to think that E i s possibly not
justi fied .

Prior to this, in the earlier questions, R had

bee n willing to comprehend Q's entertaining the possibility
that R's beliefs were not justified because he knew that
they were justified and he could give rea sons for them; it
was harmless for him to empathize with the requireme n t
placed upon Q that both alternatives be possibly correct.
Although R knew which alternative was correct, he was not
himself required to conceive that both alternatives were
possibly correct; R was only required to understand that Q
was holding both options as "live."

But in the cas e of

the final question concerning the justifica tion of E, R is
placed in a different position.

Q's question is no longer
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one step removed, as it were, removed by empathy.

This

question becomes R's question as well as Q's question.
That is, because R does not know an answer to give in this
case, he, in effect, becomes a second Q, or he assumes the
role of Q, in that now he is actually required to honestly
entertain the two options as "live" options, as both being possibly correct.
What is this condition into which R has been thrust?
I believe that, in order to be absolutely accurate in describing this situation, talking in terms of questioning
is no longer completely correct.

What R is faced with in

assuming the role of Q, in this specific instance, is a
request or suggestion that he really be in doubt about E.
This is the case because doubt is a normal question in
which the issue is that of the justification of the belief in question.

When, concerning a particular belief,

one honestly opens up the two options (A and B) as being
"live" or possibly correct, with the predicate of both
options being " • • • justified?" (i.e., when the normal
question has this
that is doubt.

ｾｩｮｭｵ＠

content:

"Is

justified."),

Since normal questioning of the justifica-

tion of a belief is doubt, that means that R is being
thrust into the role of doubter of one of his beliefs,
namely E.

But R does not doubt E.

So it is understand-

able that he rejects the question, for in doing so, he
rejects placing himself in the role of doubter of one of
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his beliefs.

He would only come to doubt one of his be-

liefs for some reason, not because someone is presumably
urging him to take the role of a doubter.

A principium

is a belief, which implies that in order to successfully
doubt it, the person in question must genuinely doubt it,
which means doubting i t for some putatively sound reason,
and not because of being asked to doubt it.
4.

Pragmatic Justification
To continue with Collingwood's example, . given that R

does not doubt E, but can give no other belief justifying
his belief in E, does that mean that E is not justified?
I think not.

R obviously will think that it is somehow

appropriate for him to believe E.

This puts him into some-

thing of a dilemma, given the context of his interchange
with Q.

For while he believes that E is correct, he may

not be able to think of any reason for believing that, and
so far he has defended his beliefs by giving Q a reason
for them.

And here, he can give no reason.

On the other

hand he does believe E and does not want to abandon it,
and probably would not abandon it even if he could not
think of a reason for it, for he senses that i t is valuable
and vital in his life and in the life of his associates.
Exasperation and embarrassment at these two undesirable alternatives might partially explain why persons in such
situations often "blow up" or become "ticklish," as
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Collingwood noted.

Of course, this emotional reaction does

not serve as a help in developing the logic of this situation; however, i t does serve as a useful symptom when dealing with actual situations of the kind depicted by this
example.
In any case, I think it is not necessary that R need
lose his head at this juncture.

He could be operating on

the assumption that E could only be justified in the same
way that one might justify claims such as "Alcohol is an
antiseptic," that is, by reference to other beliefs through
tests or verifications.

If R were a bit more relaxed, he

could argue that while E cannot be justified in that way,
it can be justified in some sense by pointing out that E
makes possible _a nd intelligible a particular cognitive way
of life.

Another reason an over-emotional respondent might

"blow up" then, is that he recognizes to some extent that
if E is thrown out, a sizeable portion of his way of life
as i t is now practiced must be thrown out too.

And since

R sees no other way to practice his life, no alternative
which he thinks might in some sense be better than living
in terms of E, he quite rightly clings to E.

It is only

natural that a good deal of emotion is associated with this
kind of event, for seriously contemplating the absence of
one's present way of life (without having in mind a possible substitute) can be very disturbing.
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I might propose another example here in order to make
this point in terms of a situation that is more familiar.
In discussions in which a person's religion is called into
question, the conversation often ends with a sentence like,
"I just believe in God,

11

with a heavy emotional stress on

the word I have underlined.

What a declaration like this

might mean is that this belief in God is not just a belief
in the minimum sense, but a special belief which justifies
other beliefs, yet is not itself justified by any other
belief.

Hence, we witness the above mentioned emotional

declaration of a principium in response to questions about
the justification of one's religion.

This person is tell-

ing us that the life he li ves is this belief, in an impertant sense, for this basic belief is reflected in a great
many of his actions.

Indeed, in Peirce's way of looking at

belief, the fact that this person behaves in the way that
he does is what enables one to infer that
God."

11

He believes in

His whole life is ordered such that he nev er know-

ingly contradicts this belief as long as it remains his
belief.

And of course, there is a big connection between

Peirce's analysis of belief and contemporary existentialists
such as Sartre, for Peirce would acknowledge that a person
who merely verbalizes a "belief" while declining to act in
a way appropriate to that belief (given appropriate circum-

. d person. 13
stances) is a self-deceive
13 For representative statements on self-deception
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I think that i t is reasonable to describe this sort
of appeal to one's way of life as being_ a justification of
some kind; furthermore, it strikes me that it is in some
way a pragmatic form of justification since i t is an appeal
to practice, albeit in a way which is slightly different
from certain kinds of pragmatic justification philosophers
often discuss (e.g., matters such as simplicity, convenience, or fruitfulness, these usually being mentioned within
the context of comparing competing hypotheses) .

In what

follows, therefore, when I speak of pragmatic justification
for principia, I shall mean the special sense I have out14
lined above.
Collingwood, however, insists (EM, 44) that "absolute
presuppositions do not need justification," but by this he
seems to mean that they do not need justifying in the same
way that RP's need justifying.

Thus, we could say that

principia are not justified by another belief, whereas
reasoned beliefs (what Collingwood calls RP's)are those

from Peirce, see CP 5.265, 5.416. For a careful account
of the nature of self-deception, see Herbert Fingarette,
Self-Deception (New York, 1969).
14There is, however, some precedent for the kind of
pragmatic justification I am developing. See Herbert Feigl,
"De Principiis non Disputandum • • . ? On the Meaning and
the Limits of Justification," in Philosophical Analysis
ed Max Black (Ithaca, 1950); C. I. Lewis, "A Pragmatic Conception of the A Priori," The Journal of Philosophy, 20
( 1923) , 169-177.
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beliefs which, within a given belief system, can be justified by reference to other beliefs.

This kind of arrange-

ment leaves one free to hold that principia are justifiable
in the pragmatic sense, but not in the "reasoned" sense in
the manner appropriate to reasoned beliefs.

Thus, principia

are "unreasoned" beliefs, in that since they are the basis
for giving reasons in a particular belief system, it is
not possible to cite other beliefs which are reasons for
believing the principia. 15
Pragmatic justification also permits one to make sense
of "logical efficacy," another of Collingwood's partially
explained metaphors.
32):
cacy."

In speaking of AP 1 s, he states (EM,

". • . their. use in science is their logical effiI presume this means that principia would be "effi-

cacious 11 in that they make possible a fairly large realm
of inquiry or a rather broad way of life.

This is the kind

of pragmatic justification I have mentioned.
place, Collingwood claims (EM, 173):

II

At another
i t is proof

that depends on them [AP 1 s], and not they on proof.

11

That

such principia serve thus (that their logical efficacy is)

15wittgenstein appears to be working along similar
lines in the recently published On Certainty (Oxford, 1969).
What Wittgenstein calls "beliefs which stand fast" seem
to be similar to what I call principia:
see, for example,
paragraphs 87, 116-117, 144, 151-152, 167. For comments
which take note that "beliefs which stand fast" are not
verified or tested, see paragraphs 110, 164, 166, 192.
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to make proof possible strikes me as being a forceful kind
of justification.
This kind of approach would give the
strong way of replying to his questioner.

ｰ｡ｾｨｯｬｧｩｳｴ＠

a
One can imagine

him uttering the following comments.
How else a re we to operate as pathologists?
Do you have any better ideas?

We train our students

and young practicioners in this principle.

It has,

in a large part, enabled us to do the kinds of things
we can now do in terms of diagnosing disease and in
terms of our continuing research direct e d toward ob.taining a wider understanding of disease.

This re-

search, in turn , continues to g i ve us increasing contro l so that we c a n prevent or cure disease.

We are

quite plaased with th e kinds of r e sults we h ave obtain e d using this principle .

If we gave up this .prin-

ciple, we would in effect be giving up the practice
of pathology; and we know that to give up the practice
of pathology would eventually be harmful to humanity.
Thus, we do not see "E is not justified" as being a correct response to your question.

E is justified.

The

possibility and worth of the practice of our way of
life as i t is now known justifies it, and that is an
adequate justification.

No inadequacy is suggested

here simply b ecause this principle i s not supported
by that other kind of justification which is often
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called verification.

That is as it should be, for

one cannot verify all of one's belie fs .
There is evidence that Collingwood was aware of the
kind of feature I refer to as pragmatic j usti fic ation.
For example, consider the following statement about AP's
in terms of their being principles for a science (or system
of orderly thinking).
The principle that natural science is essentially an applied mathematics is thus b y n o means
an indispensable presupposition for any science of
nature. A presupposition it certainly is, and an
absolute presupposition.
It could not possibly be
learnt from experience or justified by res earch.16
Collingwood saw that there might b e good reason for saying
that AP's, while not justified in the sam·e manner as RP's
(i.e.,
sense.

"by re/search"), are justifie d, at l east in some
He also described the kind of justification appro-

priate to AP's as being pragmatic; i t closely resembles
the kind of pragmatic justificat ion I have presented.
The only sense in which it [an AP] can b e justified by research is the pragmatic sense. You can
say, and rightly, "S ee what nobl e r esults have
come from its being accepted for the last three
hundred years! One must surely admit that it
works; and that is sufficient justificati on ."
Perhaps. It depends upon what you want.
If all
you want is to congratulate yours e l f on having
the kind of science that you have , you may do so.
If you want to congratulate yourself on having
the best of all possible kinds of science , that
is not so easy ; for nobody knows what all the
possible kinds would look like.17
16 EM, 254; cf. p. 255, pp. 263-26 4 .
l?EM, 254; cf. pp. 263-264.
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While I can agree with Collingwood's comment that we do
not know what all possible kinds of science would look
like, pragmatic justification is not simply a matter of
congratulating oneself upon having a science that works.
That might be part of what is involved.

But this kind of

justification goes further and includes what Collingwood
has himself praised under the rubric of "logical efficacy,"
that feature of principia by means of which they make an
inquiry possible or intelligible, or enable it to "arise."
Furthermore, while one might not congratulate himself for
having a particular science, one could do somethi ng similar to that by being aware of the value of one's science
in terms of one's way of life.

As I h ave suggested above ,

this awareness of the value of a science and its corresponding principia is heightened b y contemplating what li fe
would be without it.

This is not a form of congratulation,

but something rather like apprec iation of the value of a
life-way, an appreciation that occurs (in imagination) in
the context of being aware (at least to some extent) of
the emotional and practical difficulties involved in having no principia, or no science, or no way of life .18

18 Peirce holds a view similar to that of Collingwood
concerning the rol e of principles in science. See CP
·1 .129.
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5.

Review
After presenting the overall program of this essay,

at the beginning of chapter two I became involved in dealing with several details concerning Collingwood's metaphysics and the nature of principia.

This has led me away

from the original context established in chapter one, a
context in which the term 'world view' was mentioned quite
often.

Of course, I have been discussing matters pertain-

ing to world views, but my comments have been direct ed
toward more detailed topics, albeit those related to my
overall goal.

It will be appropriate to pause here to

summarize the foregoing discussion in terms of its relationship t o my . general thesis wh i ch is that world v iews
are belief systems.

Since many of my comments have arisen

within the context of Collingwood's characterization of
AP's, it will be appropriate to present this rev iew in a
way which takes account of that factor.
I was initially 1ed to consider Collingwood's theory
of the nature of metaphysics because I thought that there
was a considerable resemblance between what he was sketching and what I found in a germinal form in the writings of
folklorists and anthropologists who are students of world
view studies.

I suspected that Collingwood's AP's were

basically beliefs.

I defended this conjecture in chapter

two through my cons ideration of his me a ning for 'presuppos.ing',

'presupposition', and 'question'.

The findings on
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these topics were employed in chapter three so that a better understanding of Collingwoodian AP's could be achieved.
Through a consideration of Collingwood's theory of absolute
presuppositions in light of the results of chapter two, I
have developed an account of what I call principia which
are the "basic beliefs" or "building blocks" of a world
view or belief system.

Several properties of principia

have been developed to this point, and in the spirit of
this review, I want to recapitulate those in terms of Collingwood' s original comments about AP's (which I condensed
into APl-11).
In terms of the amendments I have proposed, APl can
be rewritt en as:

"A principium is a b e lief which always

stands (wi t hin a specific b elief system), rela tively to
all normal questions concerning verif icational justification with which it is meaningfully connected, as a reason
in a verificational justification; i t never stands as a
belief which is ver ificat ionally justified by another belief within its belief system."

One could add that a b e -

lief's status as a principium is not intrinsic to that
particular belief, but is instead a function of its place
within a system of b e lieving and justifying.

This comes

close ·to being a kind of "grammatical" property of principia, for we see that a principium is distinguishable in
that i t can never serve, with respect to a normal question
concerning justification, as that which is verificationally
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justified by another belief in the same system.

Or, one

could say, a principium always stands as a reason in a
verificational test, never as a result of such a test or
request for justification (a question).

On the other hand,

a reasoned belief (Collingwood's RP) has the property that
it can both serve as a reason in some verificational events
and as a result in others.
Given that way of rewriting APl, it becomes clear why
AP2 is roughly correct, for given the nature of a principium, it follows that within its system, it is not questioned.

That is, a principium is not itself open to veri-

ficational justification ( a lthough it is justified in the
pragmatic sense I have outlined), so questions involving
its verificational justification in terms of some other
belief will not be pre sent in that system.

Similar com-

ments would apply to AP5 and AP6 because a belief system
is constituted by its principia to a large extent since
they are the basis of verification in that system and are
thus, because of this status, not themselves verified.
Here I am interpreting "experience" (in AP6) to mean something like verification.

I have already commented upon

AP3 at an earlier point in this chapter, so I will not repeat those remarks again.
This brings me to AP4.

There seems to be some diffi-

culty with the argument mentioned there.

It will b e help-

ful for this review to try to cleqr that up.

The argument
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appears to equivocate on 'proposition', .f or in one premiss
the sense utilized is that .of "whatever is stated" while
in the conclusion, the sense seems to be "that which has a
truth value."

What is needed here is some kind of assump-

tion which would connect 'proposition' in t he sens e of
"that which is stated" with the notion of truth v alue; I
believe that there is, in Collingwood's writing, just such
a presumption to be found.

It is clear that Collingwood

regards truth (true propositions) as the result of an inquiry, or of questioning, or of episodes of verificational
justification (these three are roughly the same thing).
Consider the following remarks which support that contention.
To inquir e into the truth of a presupposition is to
assume that i t is not an absolute presupposition
bu t a relative presupposition. Such a phrase as
'inquiry in to the truth of an absolute presupposition' is nons e nse.19
In Chapter XIV I have in effect defined the
positivistic mistake about metaphysics as the mistake of thinking that metaphysics is the attempt
to justify by appeal to observed facts the absolute
presuppositions of our thought. This attempt is
bound to fail b ecause these things, being absolute
pre suppositions, cannot stand as the answers to
questions , and therefore the question whether they
are justifiable , which in effect is identical with
the question whether they are true, is a question
that cannot logically arise. To ask i t is the
hall-mark of pseudo-me taphysics.20

19EM, 54.
20 EM, 162.
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'I'here will also be something which I call pseudometaphysics. 'I'his will be a kind of thought in which
questions are asked about what are in fact absolute
presuppositions, but arising from the erroneous belief that they are relative presuppositions, and
therefore, in their capacity as propositions, susceptible of truth and falsehood.
Pseudo-metaphysics
will ask such questions as this • • . :
Is AP true?
Upon what evidence is AP accepted? How can we demonstrate AP? What right have we to presuppose it if
·
we can't? 2 1
So, for Collingwood, something is labelled as true only if
i t is the result of a successful inquiry, and since AP's
cannot be the result of an inquiry (because if they were,
they would be verificationally justified by another belief,
and hence no longer AP's), it follows that the distinction
between truth and falsity (at least in Collingwood's sense
for these two terms) does not apply to them.

'I'hus we see

that given the way in which Collingwood wants to characterize truth and falsehood,22 this argument seems to make good
sense.
These considerations do seem to clear up what Collingwood means when he says that an AP is neither true nor
false.

However, this way of treating principia as being

neither true nor false seems to conflict with actual experience.

Persons holding principia do say that they are

21EM, 47.
22collingwood's way of treating truth and falsehood
is, by the way, in substantial agreement with a Logical
Positivist such as A. J. Ayer. The Positivist, because
of the verification principle, when faced with an AP wants
to characterize it as meaningless or as a pseudoproposition. Collingwood agrees that it is neither true
nor false, and . that it is not a proposition, but wants to
include it as a meaningful and useful phenomenon in its
own right. See EM, 165.
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true.

That is, if I believe p, I will say when asked that

p is true.

And since principia are beliefs, people hold-

ing them do say that they are true. 23
Th ese difficulties can be met in the following way.
One regards a proposition as tru e if one has confidence
in that proposition such that one will act upon it in the
appropriate circumstances.

One can come to have confidence

in a proposition in more than one way.

One very common

way is through an inquiry in which .one obtains a verification which can be seen as a reason for the confidence.
That is, one sees that confidence in the proposition is
justified.

This way of corning to have confidence was em-

phasized by the Logical Positivist s c hool against which

23

Peirce maintained , as earl y as 1877, that for one
to believe p suggests tha t one would a l so say that p is
true. This principle is contained in the following com11
ment (CP1· 5. 375):
•••
we think each one of our b e liefs
to be true, and, indeed , it is a mere tautology to say so."
Compare the following statement which is from CP 5.376.
11
It is a very common idea that a demonstration must rest
on some ultimate and absolutely indubitable propositions •
• • • But, in point of fact, an inquiry, to have that completely satisfactory result called demonstration, has only
to start with propositions perfectly free from all actual
doubt.
If th e premisses are not in fact doubted at all,
they cannot b e more satisfactory than they are. • • . We
have to acknowledge that doubts about them may spring up
later; but we can find no propositions which are not subject to this contingency." Of course, Peirce is using
'proposition' h e r e to refer to both principia and reasoned
beliefs, a usage not preferred by Collingwood. One finds
similar comments about believing p and saying p is true in
more recent discussions of belief. See , for examp l e , Bernard Williams, "Deciding to Believe ," in ｌ｡ｮ
ｧｵ｡ｾ
Ｌ＠
Belief,
and Metaphysics, ed . H. E. Kiefer and M. K. Munitz (Albany,
1970), p. 96 .
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Collingwood was reacting.

The Positivists said in effect

that one does not come to have confidence in a principium
through inquiry, and they concluded from this that principia are nonsense.

Collingwood agreed that one does not

come to have confidence in principia or AP's through inquiry, but insisted that principia were valid phenomena in
their own right and were not nonsense simply because they
did not live up to the Positivists' criterion for meaningfulness.

But in rejecting the Positivist critique of prin-

cipia by admitting that they are not the sort of thing that
can be true or false, Collingwood falls into the Positivist
mistake of having a very narrow conception of truth -namely that we only say something is true if it is the
result of inquiry or verificational justification.
The move needed here is to acknowledge that there are
ways other than verification by which one comes to have
confidence in a proposition.

Some propositions, including

principia, are propositions in which one simply has confidence.

This confidence is not attained through verifi-

cation or testing or through scientific inquiry.

A person

comes, for exam!'le, to have confidence in the proposition
"God exists" through socialization or perhaps through a
conversion (which is not a verificational experience, but
more like making an ungrounded decision).

Now to have

confidence in a propos.i tion is the same as believing what
the proposition describes or states.

So, any proposition
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I believe will be a proposition in which I have confidence
(this is probably part of what Peirce meant in his "tautology" remark).

Therefore, it makes good sense for me to

say, contrary to Collingwood's claims, that my principia
are true, since principia are beliefs.

My confidence in

my principia does not come from inquiry , but nevertheless,
I am confident in them, and I will say that they are true;
and, i t makes very good sense to do so. 24
In terms of these remarks, it is possible to revise
AP4 along the following lines .

"Since whatever is justi-

fiably (verificational sense) stated is the result of an
inquiry, and since Collingwood calls 'proposition' that
which is thusly justifiably stated, and since a principium
is never th e result of an inquiry within its own belief
system, it follows that principia a r e not propositi ons
(i . e., they are not verificationally justified and cannot
be "stated" in Collingwood's sense).

Because principia

are not verified through inquiry, one does not come to say
they are true (come to have confidence in them) through
i nquiry; howe ver , principia are "true" in that they are

24 The suggestions I am making here appear to agree
with one aspect of Wittgenstein's comments in On Certainty.
I have in mind his insiste nce that there are certain ungrounded beliefs which one regards with conviction and
confidence , but not because of an inquiry. Remarks on
this topic are found throughout the book, but see especially
section III (193 through 299) . Peirc.e a lso p r e s e nts a
similar view: see f o r ex ampl e , MS 8 46 - 8 57.
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beliefs, and a person holding a belief has confidence in
his belief and is willing to say that it is true."

The re-

sult achieved here is that principia cannot be said to be
knowledge if one means by knowledge something like "justi.. fied (verificationally) belief."

One can, however, say

that one's principia are "true" in that one has confidence
in them.

These considerations save a great deal that is

correct in the remarks by Collingwood cited just above
while emending a shortcoming in the way he deals with
"truth• II
These comments lead very nicely into the matter of AP7,
since a principium is important for reasons other than
those associated with verificational justification.

As I

have argued elsewhere in this chapter, the importance a
principium has lies in its pragmatic justification, namely
that i t makes a way of life intelligible such that without
i t the way of life in question would no longer be possible
in its present form.
vised as follows.

Using these notions, AP7 can be re-

"The importance of principia is due to

their pragmatic justification in that because of them certain kinds of inquiry (or, more generally, certain modes
of life) are made possible or intelligible.

This intelli-

gibility or possibility does not depend upon a principium
having been justified verificationally, but only in its
being actually believed."
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AP8 can also be more adequately rephrased without much
difficulty.

"Although a principiurn is not verificationally

justified (i.e., is not a "proposition" in Collingwood's .
sense), a sentence of the form that on such-and-such occasion thus-and-so was a belief that someone held as a principil.irn is a sentence which can be verificationally justified."

Such a sentence can be so justified because of the

existence of the science of metaphysics which (as Collingwood rightly saw) has its own princi pia (since it is a
science or system of orderly thought) by mean s of which
the metaphysician is enabled to inquire into who held what
.
. .
.
25
pr1nc1p1a
at wh at time.

Collingwood's claim, noted in APB, th at metaphysics is
a "historical" science is very appropriate given the t hesis
I am defending, namely that world vi ew studies is a science
of belief systems.

As I have argued above, principia do

not intrinsically have the status that they have -- they
achieve their status because of the ir participation within
a given system of belief which exists in a given place
among specific persons.

Thus, that a belie f is a princi-

pium will b e a fact that is tied to certain persons at a
certain time and place.

In other words, a principiurn is

not "necessary" nor is it an "absolute truth for all time."
A principium is a belief and is therefore contingent upon

25

See EM , 63 .
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there being someone that believes it. 26
I am not yet sure that I fully comprehend what Collingwood was saying in regard to his theory of "constellations"
and "consupponibility" as summarized in AP9.

However, I

will offer a few statements about this general subject
using the concepts I have been developing.

To say that a

principium never occurs singly, but always in the presence
of other principia, might be a way of stating a contingent
fact about belief systems.
sibility.

Prima facie, it does have plau-

However, from the standpoint of logic, I can

think of no reason why there could not be a belief system
with just one principium in it.

Yet, I know of no world

view, as , found in some actual society, which does not have
many principia in it.

Concerning what Collingwood calls

"consupponibility," that could be a way of referring to the
fact that a given belief system is ultimately delineated by
virtue of the contingent fact that i t is the beliefs of a
particular group.

Thus, "consupponibility" becomes "be-

lieved by these people."

This would be some kind of "re-

lationship," loosely taken.

To use Collingwood's lingo,

it would be a kind of "historical" relationship in that the
relation between one principium and another in the same
"constellation" would be that these principia are believed
by · these persons at this time, perhaps because of something

26 cf. Peirce's remarks along this line in CP 5.416.
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in their history (not because of an inquiry, however).
That suggests that the relation could be described as
"joint belief" which would be parallel to, but not identical with, ordinary conjunction in logistic theory which
means something like "joint assertion" or "jointly stated."
Thus, Collingwood seems to be correct in his insistence
that "joint belief" is not a relation involving implication
in the way that traditional "deductive" metaphysics involves implication.
If this way of interpreting Collingwood's remarks
about "constellations" is on the right track, then one
would expect to find "strains"

(as noted in APll) if that

terms means either conflicts between beliefs or conflicts
among persons (in the given group) vis-a-vis their belief
system.

Within a given world view, which of necessity in-

cludes a social dimension, there will be slight disagreements among persons as to various beliefs.

And in terms

0£ the beliefs themselves, if one takes a list of the beliefs in a group's world view, one will surely find . that
there are inconsistencies in a logical sense, a phenomenon
often known under the title of "compartmentalization."

This

inconsistency among beliefs in a world view is not completely accessible to a typical person in the given group
because of the fact that many of the beliefs in his world
view are not v .e rbalized in a selfaware manner, but are instea
present in the form of unverbalized habits of action.

Thus,
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i t is possible for one to have beliefs that are logically
in conflict and to fail to be fully aware of that fact.
This feature of belief systems, the pre sence of "strains,"
is no doubt one of the reasons why it is natural t hat p e rsons at times tend to become philosophical a nd refl e ctive,
for one can become aware of these "strains" then try to
resolve them in a reflective manner.

And, as I suggested

above, it is possible for one person who shares a world
view with another person to have a slightly different set
of beliefs than the other has, different either in the
sense of having an additional belief or in the sense of
having rather similar beliefs such that one wants to say
that they are slightly different interpr etati ons of a singl e
belief.

Thus, "strains" are a combinati on of b o th l ogical

and social factors.
Given thes e kinds of features, one can begin to understand why changes in belief systems are inevitable, although perhaps usually slow.

These changes would occur

for a variety of reasons, both logical and social, and
would resemble (cf. APll) the restlessness of something
like legal or constitutional history.

And, as Collingwood

suggests (APlO), changes are often made in a world view
without the persons involved being fully aware that a change
has occurred.

Saying that the changes sometimes are either

retarded or facilitated because of "pre ssure" (APll) is
probably a way of referring to the so c i a l s i de o f the coin.
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To give a simplistic example, a powerful and charismatic
leader can, through force of personality and prestige, hold
a social grouping together in a status quo.

When he dies,

the group might begin a period of change, including some
kind of change in world view.

Understapding this kind of

interaction between logical and social factors at this
point in world v iew studies would require more than just
philosophical analysis -- various kinds of social scientific knowledge about persons and groups wil l also be required to complete the picture.

27

Before bringing this review to an end, there is one
more matter that I want to mention which has tended to become buried in the course of my discussion.

A world view

will include all of the beliefs of a particular social
group, not only principia but reasoned beliefs as well .
This is the case because there would not be principia without reasoned beliefs, and vice versa, for the existence of
these two broad types of belief is dependent upon the
structure of the entire set of beliefs.

In other words,

the distinction between principia and reasoned beliefs is
a way of characterizing the system of belief.

27

So, a world

These are the kinds of problems that are treated in
sociology of knowledge, another discipline which (just as
in the case of world view studies) combines both philosophical and social scientific skills. Representative works
on the sociology of knowledge are: Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels, The German Ideology (New York , 1 947 ); Karl Mannheim, Id eo logy ·and Ut opia (New York, 193 6).
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view includes the entire system of believing and justifyirg
as i t is found in a particular group of persons.

Principia

are, perhaps, of more interest because they do convey much
of the " flavor" of a world view .

And indeed , some small

changes in a group's reasoned beliefs will not have as
large an effect, in many cases, as will changes in principia.

Yet we must realize that the whole system is impor-

tant, for it is in terms of this whole that the distinctions
I have offered can b e made.

CHAPTER IV
COMMON SENSE
The preceding discussion was based within the context
of developing an account of the logical stru cture of a
single world view.

I argued that a world view is a belief

system, and I showed how such a thesis is plausible.

How-

ever, during that discussion I did not touch upon the kinds
of problems one finds when dealing with a multiplicity of
world views in an intercultural context.

The picture with

which the practicing student of world views is confronted
arises as a result of his awareness of a considerable var iance among the world views found in various cultures around
the world.

One can find a similar condition within t he

historical dimension in that the world view of a singl e
culture appears to change over a period of time.

Indeed ,

the notion of a world view was originally created in order
to account for certain differences noted between one culture (or epoch) ·and another.

Gaining an understanding of

the way in which different .world views are related is an
important task given the context in which world view studies
operates.

Thus, I need to show how my characterization of

world views can be used to deal with the kind of issues
which arise during the course of studying the world views
of differing cultures and epochs.
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I shall begin this part of the essay with a brief
examination of the position advanced by Benjamin Lee Wharf.
His views have received considerable ｡ｴ･ｮｩｯｾ＠

and they

are important for the discussion at hand in that they present a way of characterizing world views which differs
from that which I have advanced.

Furthermore, beginning

with his proposals is an excellent way of taking up the
kinds of issues one is likely to encounter when dealing
with more than one culture.
1.

Conceptual Systems and Relativism
Whorf held that any given language contains an im-

plicit metaphysics or world view, for he states that "every
language contains terms that have come to attain cosmic
scope of reference, that crystallize in thems elves the
basic postulates of an unformulated philosophy, in which
is couched the thought of a people, a culture, a civilization, even of an era. 111

I take i t that what Whorf is say-

ing here is that for a given language, certain concepts
cluster in such a way so as to form implicit "postulates"
which in turn constitute a world view.

So far this does

not greatly differ from what I have had to say about principia, for a principium is represented in words or concepts

1

Language, Thought, and Reality: S e l ec ted Writings
of Benjamin Lee Whorf, ed. John B. Carroll (Cambridge ,
1956), 61.
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whenever it is expressed or thought.

But after this point,

my account and Whorf's view diverge, for my contention has
been that in principia concepts are brought together to
form a b e lief, whereas Whorf seems to be suggesting that
the force of the "postulates" he mentions aris es from the
concepts alone, from the unique way in which these concepts
"cut up experience."

Concerning this point, consider the

. following comments advanced by Whorf.
We dissect nature along lines laid down by our
native l anguages. The categories and types that
we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not
find there because they stare every observer in
the face; on the contrary, the world is presented
in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions wh ich has
to be organized by our minds -- and this means
largely the linguistic systems in our minds. We
cut n a ture up, organize it into concepts, and
ascribe significance as we do , large l y b ecause we
are parties to an agr eeme nt to or g aniz e it i n this
way -- an agreement that holds throughout our
speech communi ty and is codifi e d in the patterns
of our language. The agreement is, of course, an ·
implicit and unstate d on e , BUT ITS TERMS ARE ABSOLUTELY OBLIGATORY; we c a nnot t a lk at all except
by subscribing to the organization and ｣ｬ｡ｳｾｩｦﾭ
cation of data which the agreement decr ees.
Thus, for Whorf, a world view is not a b e lief system,
rather i t is a conceptual system, a way of organizing experience which arises from the basic concepts and patterns
of concepts (grammar) found in a particular language.
The notion that world views are conceptual systems
is one thesis I wanted to isol ate in Whorf's writings; the

2Whorf, 213.

Cf. 214, 221-222, 240 .
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claim that such conceptual systems are relative and that
they are not intertranslatable is a second thesis I want
to display from Wharf's work.

Whorf postulated what he

called the "linguistic relativity principle" whi ch means
that ·
users of markedly different grammars are pointed
by their grammars toward different type s of observations and different evaluations of externally
similar acts of observation, and hence are not
equivalent as observers but must arriv e at somewhat different views of the world.3
The following is a somewhat parallel account (from an earlier article) of this same relativity principle which adds
a few details.
• • • No individual is free to describe nature with
absolute impartiality but is constraine d to c e rta in
modes of interpretation even whil e h e think s himself most free.
The person most n e arly f r ee in
such respects would be a linguist familiar with
very many differe nt linguistic systems. As y et no
linguist is in any such position. We are thus introduced to a new principle of relativ ity, which
holds that all observers are not led b y t he same
physical evidence to the same picture of the universe, unless their linguistic backgrounds are
similar, or can in some way be calibrated •
. • .. When Semitic, Chinese, Tibetan, o r
African languages are contrasted with our own, the
divergence in analysis of the world becomes more
apparent; and, when we bring in the nativ e languages
of the Americas, where speech communities for many
milleniums have gone their ways independ e ntly of
each other and of the Old World, the fact that languages dissect nature in many different ways becomes patent. The relativity of all conceptual
systems, ours included, and their dependence upon
language stand revealed. 4

3Whorf, 221.
4whorf, 214-215.
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The relativity principle amounts to a claim that a world
view or conceptual system is not translatabl e into anoth e r
worl_d view or conceptual system.

That much is made clear

in the following statement.
Just as it is possible to have any n umb e r of geometries other than the Euclidean which giv e an
equally perfect account of space configurat ions,
so i t is possible to have description s of t he universe, all equally valid, that do not contain our
familiar contrasts of time and space. The relativity viewpoint of modern physics is one such
view conceived in mathematical terms, and the Hopi
Weltanschauung is another and quite different one ,
nonmathematical and linguistic.
Thus, the Hopi language and culture conceals
a METAPHYSICS, such as our so-called naiv e view of
space and time does, or as the relativity theory
does: yet it is a different metaphys i c s fr om e i t h e r.
In order to d e scribe the structure of th e unive rse
according to the Hopi, it is necessary to attempt
-- insofar as it is possible -- to mak e explicit
this metaphysics, properly desc r ib ab l e only i n the
Hopi langu a ge, by means of an approx i mat ion e xpressed in our own language, somewha t i n adequately
i t is true, yet by availing oursel ve s o f s u ch c oncepts as we have worked up into relativ e consonance ·with the system underlying the Hop i view of
the universe. 5
To sununarize, there is good reason for attributing
two theses to Whorf.

One is the claim that world views

are basically conceptual systems consisting of basic concepts organized according to grammatical patterns (or other
linguistic patterns).

The second is the view that there

is no reality independent of such linguistic conceptual
systems and that each of these conceptual systems or world
views is not properly describable in any language other
5Whorf, 58, emphasis added.
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than its home language.

I shall refer to the former notion

as the "conceptual system theory of the nature of world
views" and the latter I shall describe as the "relativity
thesis.
2.

11

The Relativist's Dilemma
Whorf's relativity thesis leads to the following dif-

ficulty which I shall call the relativist's dilemma.

Prem-

isses in the dilemma will be indicated by indentation and
Roman numerals in order to distinguish th em from supp orting
comments.

It is given that in describing a world view or

conceptual system other than our own, we are speaking from
within our conceptual system.
be labelled S.

Let our con c eptual system

We encounter another culture and observ e

how their ways of thought and conception differ from ours,
and in accordance with Whorf's position, we posit another
conceptual system, T, to explain this difference.

We would

now seem to have two alternatives if we want to speak about
concepts in T in terms of concepts from
I.

s.

Either concepts from T are r e presentable in

terms of concepts from S, or concepts from T are not representable in terms of concepts from S.
II.

If the first alternative is true, then we

must drop Whorf's thesis.

Given the truth of the first

alternative, Whorf's relativity thesis would b e unnec e ssary
(if not false),· for if there is no concept from T th a t is
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not in principle representable in S, then there is no need
or rationale for positing another Whorfian conceptual system for T as a way of handling the other culture's concepts
since we can deal with all their concepts in terms of concepts from S.

T could differ from S in that it might lack

a concept that is found in S.

For example, people of the

T tribe might lack the concept "atom bomb."

But, given the

truth of the first a lternative , these people could easily
be taught this concept in terms of other concepts which
they share with us.

Similar comments would apply to the

case in which T possessed a concept not found in

s.

One

need not travel to a faraway culture to see that it is possibl e to represent concepts from one conceptual system in
terms of another , or that it is possible to ·learn a nother
conceptu a l system from the b ase of a different conceptual
system.

It occurred to all of us as we grew from child

to adult in that during that process we moved through a
series of differing conceptual systems (or world views) in
the presence of adults who possessed a different system
and who served as "teachers" in introducing us into this
richer system.

I do not intend to try to show here just

how this process can take place: I only wish to claim that

i t can and does occur.

6

6 J ean Piaget has devoted a great deal of a tt e ntion to
this probl em. · His r esul ts provide a way of understanding
this process which is consistent with the position I have
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III.

If the second alternative is tru e, then we

must reject Whorf's relativity thesis as being logically
unintelligible.

Suppose we take from T a specific concept

t and try to represent it in terms of concepts from

s.

According to Whorf's r e lativity thesis, we would b e unable
to do that, even though we used many concepts from S, for
Whorf tells us that in principle no representation of t can
properly be made in terms of S.

Now if t cannot b e repre-

sented in terms of concepts from S, we cannot know or
verify anything about t, since S is the system within which
we are thinking and speaking.

This is the case beca use in

order to know or verify something, it must be repres e nt ed
in concepts.

So, Whorf's v i ew amounts to saying in t e rms

of concepts from S, that the re is something , for example
t, which is beyond the r each of r epresentation and knowl edge in S.

Now i t is generally unintelligible on logical

grounds (that is, it is a self-contradiction) to put oneself in the position of positing an entity or concept in

been advancing concerning the n ature of world views. His
studies have considerable weight in that they combine excellent logical analysis of key issues with perceptive
empirical observation of actual childhood behavior in an
experimental setting. A good summary of Piaget's work,
as it b ears on issues similar to t hose now b eing considered,
is found in "The Mental Devel opment of the Child," from
Six Psychological Studies (New York, 1967). There are very
notabl e and important lines of theoretica l similarity between Piaget and Peirce. For a sample of this , one might
compare the above art icl e by Piaget wi th P e irce's article
of 1 868 , "Questions Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed
for Man," CP 5 . 213£ , espec i a lly Question Two.
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a way such that one is prevented in principle from knowing
7
or conceiving that entity.
IV .

The conclusion we reach, therefore, is that

Whorf's thesis is either unnecess a ry or it is unintelli.
8
gible.

Th us, Whorf's proposal is logically unintelli-

gible, for it characterizes other world views in a way
such that the thesis that there is another world view besides our own (S}, namely that there is T, is a thesis
which is essentially unverifiable since its concrete content for any given case (for instance, the case invol v ing
t discussed above} cannot in principle be described or
represented -- we are "trapped" within S as it were.

7

r suppose that Kant's Ding an Sich i s a cla ssic· ex-

ample of this mistake.
The argument I have u sed h ere is
an instance of a more g e neral kind of a rgume n t agains t t he
existence of unknowables or incognizables which is found
in Peirce; see CP 5.213f., note especially 25 4 -258 .
8

This same kind of dilemma appears in other clothing
if one attempts to apply something like Whorf's position
to the historical context by claiming that a new conceptual
system is not properly describable in terms of an older
conceptual system (or vice versa}, these two conceptual
systems being the result of conceptual change within a
single culture or civilization. Here we simply replace S
with something like "oldthink" and T with "newthink."
Stephen Toulmin may be involved in this historical version
of the dilemma; see "Conceptual Revolutions in Science,"
Synthese, 17 (1967}, 75-91; cf. Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago, 1962}. For a
careful criticism of the Kuhn-Toulmin view, see Carl R.
Kordig, "The Theory-Ladenness of Observation," The Rev iew
of Metaphysics, 24 (1971}, 448-484.
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Whorf's relativity thesis, it would now s eem, does
not accomplish what i t was intende d to accomplish.

I take

it that it was originally presented a s a way of explaining
a phenomenon wh ich both Whorfians and non-Whorfians would
adrni t as b eing rea_l -- the perceived differences in systems
of thought (world views) in different cultures or epochs.
The explanation advanced by Whorf (an explanation wh ich
purports to show the nature of world v iews in such a way
as to account for their differences and for the way in
which they are related one to another) fails because, on
examination, we see that i t treats the phenomenon to be
explained as being in principle unknowable and incognizable.

Now that cannot b e an e xplanation of the ph e nome:mn

under study, for it is no explanation to say (as Whorf in
effect must say if he is . to retain the relativity thes is
in the strong way h e presents it), "This ph enomenon is a
mystery in that there is nothing we can say about it or
know of it.

11

It is no explanation to say, of that which

one desires an explanation, th at it is in principle unknowable (is beyond representation in terms of concepts).
That is instead only a disguised way of refusing to explain it.
An added argument is now possible given the nature of
these findings.

That is, Whorf's way of explaining the

phenome na usually characterized as b e ing differing world
views l eads to ·the position that wor l d views other tha n
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the speaker's are in principle unknowable.

But, as a mat-

ter of fact, we are, in some way, able to come to know
and to understand world views other than our own.

From

these two premisses we can conclude that Whorf's hypothesis is disconfirmed.

What this indicates, the re fore,

is

that we require another way of explaining the nature of
world views and the way in which they are related.

Of

course, I will be attempting to show how my proposal that
world views are belief systems can handle these kinds of
difficulties.

But before going on to that, ·I want to offer

a few comments concerning the assertion that world views
are essentially conceptual systems which was the first of
the two theses I isolated in Whorf's writing s, the second
being the relativity thesis which I have been discussing.
One could reply to my comments on Whorf's relativity
thesis by admitting that my criticism of that part o f his
view is valid, but then one could claim that Whorf's characterization of world views as being essentially conceptual
systems is basically sound.

Now I do not want to deny

that a world view involves concepts nor that the concepts
which i t employs are organized in some kind of systematic
way such that this organization can be understood and characterized by linguists or other scholars.

But I do want

to insist that the description of a world view as being
only a conceptual system does not go far enough, since
there are featur e s which that thesis do e s not exp l a in.

In
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order to show why this is the case, I want to consider an
imaginary dialogue between myself and another person, Jones.
Here I will be assuming that we have different world views
and that adequate translation between these two world v iews
is possible.
Suppose that Jones and I are discussing the sentence,
"There is only one god."

Jones, being from a culture that

is radically different from mine, tells me that he understands very well what I mean when I speak that sentence,
but he says that it is not true, for according to him,
there are several gods.

I, in turn, tell him that I under-

stand what he means when he says that there are several
gods, but I tell him that his statement is not true.

Jones

further explains to me that not only is his s e ntenc e true,
but he lives his life according to it, he always acts on
the basis of it, he justifies many of his activities in
terms of it, and he would be terribly upset and somewhat
at a loss if he behaved in any other way.

I say similar

things about my sentence which proclaims monotheism .

In

.. j

addition, we declare to each other that each of us has
very serious doubts about the sentence which the other offers.
To speak of this dialogue in terms of conceptual systems would seem to limit one to explaining only that a
meaningful and intelligible s e ntence wa s spoken a nd understood by the two parties, and that the concept s in the
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sentences were organized according to some kinds of proper
grammatical or linguistic principles.

There are, however,

phenomena still remaining to be accounted for.

Jones says

that his sentence is true, that mine is false, and that he
acts in terms of his sentence, would be "lost" without it,
justifies many things in terms of it,
claims, i t reflects his style of life.
this as a list of

11

plus 11 features.

and in general, he
I shall describe

Jones is saying, then,

that he understands what both he and I mean with our sentences, but that something is lacking .
Jones adds all the plus features.

-- and here

Talk about concepts and

conceptual systems will probably be very relevant to any
problems that arise concerning how to deal with what Jones
and I mean, but such talk does not account for the plus
features.

In expressing these additional features, Jones

is telling me that he has a habit of which the plus features
are descriptive.

Now this habit is precisely a belief of

the kind I have described in earlier chapters:

namely (in

this particular case) it is a principium.
Thus, differences in world views are not to be explained in terms of extremely relative conceptual systems,
since that kind of extreme relativism is self-defeating.
Because i t is self-defeating, we must assume that translation between conceptual systems is possible (indeed, it is
actual in that it is done).

If translation between con-

ceptual systems is possible such that p ersons having
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different world views can understand what each other mean,
then the difference between world views must lie in some
features other than strictly conceptual considerations.
These features are the kind of things one describes under
the rubric of belief, so we must now consider how the notion of a belief system can be used to provide an account
of the kinds of differences found to exist between world
views without becoming involved in a self-defeating relativism.
3.

Human Universals
Having disposed of Whorfian relativism and its related

view of the way in which different world views are interrelated, it is left for me to supply a positive account
of that relationship in terms which are consistent with
my own thesis about the nature of world views.

As a first

step toward that goal, I must make explicit an assumption .
or belief, a presupposition if you will, which is basic to
world view studies, although i t is sometimes overlooked.
This assumption or belief which students of world views
hold is that the native informant with whom the student
of world view speaks (in order to elicit his world view)
is a human being, a person.

One does not in such cases

speak with a culture, as some folklorists and
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anthropologists of the "superorganic" school might lead us
to think.

9

In addition to this assumption on the part of

9 Among anthropologists, two scholars representative
of this viewpoint are: A. L. Kroeber, The Nature of Culture (Chicago, 1952), especially the essay entitled "The
Superorganic": Leslie White, The Science of Culture (New
York, 1949). Among folklorists, a figure representative
of this approach is Stith Thompson; see The Folktale (New
York, 1946). Robert Redfield (whose views I have discussed in chapter I) seems to have been aware of the assumption I am discussing now, as the following conunents
(worth quoting at length here) would indicate. These three
paragraphs are from The Little Corcununity, p. 93 (emphasis
added) .
The "ethnographical dilercuna" is the scientist's
form of the problem encountered in our conunon-sense
life as the problem of "intercultural understanding."
How are we to understand another people through definitions of experience that are different from those
we are trying to understand? Ultimately it is the
problem of communication and understandin g between
any two human beings. In all these cases it seems
to us that in some circumstances unders tanding is in
fact reached. And in all of them the way to understanding seems to lie through an alternation of talking and listening. One talks to the other, expressing
one's self to him so that he may interpret your signals to him through a projection of himself into you.
And then one listens to him with the best projection
of one's own sympathetic feelings and thought about
the other that one can achieve, held in suspense and
made subject to correction.
The simple fact seems to be that to study and to
report the way of life of another people one must begin by assuming, as common sense assumes in trying
to reach understanding in talking with another person,
that something is the same in that way of life and
one's own. One cannot listen meaningfully to another without supposing [believing] that there is
something in his way of conceiving things and of judging that is the same as one's own. The concept, the
scientist's effort to make this explicit, is a kind
of hearing device.
It states these assumptions as
to what may be the same in the outlook of that other
and in my own outlook. Even the most external view
of another's culture, in terms perhaps of his observed hahits of work, contributes something to
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the student of world view, one will also find a similar
assumption or belief on the part of the native informant
who decides to speak with the stranger.

That is, the

"native" informant believes that the "strange" scholar is

.

a h uman b eing or person.

10

It is not simply an accident that students of world
view would have this kind of assumption.

These scholars,

whether they be anthropologists or folklorists, are students of man.

It would be possible for one to believ e, as

racists sometimes seem to have believed, that a particular
group of creatures are not men, but are only man-like animals, or near-men, or missing links, or some such thing.
But note that the adoption of this belief as a methodological assumption makes one something else than a student of

scientific knowledge and to "intercultural understanding" too. A developed concept of world v iew would
attempt to represent much more of that other's understanding of things. But that concept too assumes that
there is something in what I am trying to find out
about that is the same as that which I already know
in myself, in my own view of things.
Our neighbors are a little different from us,
the peasant peoples of Macedonia a little more different; in India, in New Guinea, there is something
more alien; and yet we cannot go so far as to reach
entirely beyond the familiar.
lO For con f'irrnation
'
.
o f t h ese points,
see : Marce 1
Griaule, Conversations with Ogotemmeli: An Introduction
to Dogon Religious Ideas (London, 1965); Carlos Castaneda,
The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge (New
York, 1969), and A Separate Reality: Further Conversations
with Don Juan (New York, 1971).
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man.

One would be a student of animal behavior perhaps,

'animal' being understood as meaning
this case.

11

other than man,

in

11

Now if one were to try to talk to what one

initially thought was a group of animals and one were to
try to listen to them, one would already have the b eginning of a b e lief that they might be men, that they might .
be persons.

And if they were to answer our attempts at

communication with their own communicative acts, thus seeming to also consider that we are persons too, then there
is the start of the kind of joint assumption I have been
indicating.

When our communication with this group of

creatures r eached the point of being a rich dialogue and
an interchange of complex ideas, we would see , then, the
beli ef that bo th speake r and liste n e r are human b e ings:
this is the type of belief I

find to exist in the practice

of world view studies.
In light of the assumption that data for world view
studies are generated through conversations with fellow
human beings, I think that a cas e can also be made for

ｴｨｾ＠

view that there are certain characteristics which one would
concede whenever that assumption is made.

There are cer-

tain cognitive behaviors and capabilities, which I shall
call Human Universals, that are found in all cultures simply
because of the presence of persons in these cultures.

Here

I have in mind such things as communicating with language,
learning n ew con cepts or skills, percei v ing, reasoning ,
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and believing, including the process Peirce calls "fixation
of belief" which is constituted by the passage from a state
of belief to a state of doubt and back to a state of belief.

Thus, while there are different languages, communi-

cation by persons is a human universal; while each culture's educational system might be unique in certain ways,
all normal persons in a particular culture are able to
learn; while some persons reason well (not in the sense of
logical theory, but in the sense of everyday reasoning)
and others poorly, reasoning is found worldwide; while beliefs differ among persons, believing and doubting are
common to all men.

It should be noted that these human

universals are common human cognitive abilities.

They

should be contrasted with (although they are not entirely
unrelated to) what have been called universal cultural
patterns or cultural universals.

11

Underlying each of

these human universals one will find a content which will
be common to all instances of its occurrence in human beings.

Part of this content can be characterized, for each

human universal, as a set of beliefs or habits of action;
these I shall designate as Universal Beliefs, since they
will be common to all humanity.

Following Peircean

11For a discussion of the former, see Clark Wissler,
Man and Culture (New York, 1923). concerning the latter,
see G. P. Murdock, "The Common Denominator of Cultures,"
in R. Linton, ed., The Science of Man in the Wor ld Crisis
(New York, 1945).
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terminology, the entire set of universal beliefs are appropriately known as Common Sense.
Here one might ask for the reason why human universals
are found in all societies.

I see two ways of defending

this claim, both of which appear to be valid.

For one

thing, the student of world view assumes that the creatures with which he converses are human beings, and he must
also presume that these creatures have a world view, otherwise he would not be interviewing these persons, for it is
his object to study world views.

And his assumption that

these men have a world view, admittedly different from
his own, commits him to the assumption that these men have
beliefs , that they are able to perform questioning and inquiry , and that th ey have a system of justifying beliefs.
Given, for examp l e , that the natives with which the student
converses are capable of doubting (as the student of world
view assumes) , they will have certain beliefs in common
with th e student, b ecause doubting or questioning can
operate only if certain very broad b e liefs are presupposed,
and these presuppositions of doubting will be the same
among men the world ove r.

A similar kind of argumen.t could

be applied to the other human universals I have mentioned
in that the student of world v iew will assume that the persons he interviews can do such things as justify or inquire
or beli eve , since these kinds of activi t i es are required
for having a world v i ew system.

Thus, the two assumpt ions
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made by the student of world view, namely that his informants are men and that they have a world view, commits the
student of world view to the consequences of these assumptions, namely that certain human universals are requi r ed
in order to have a world v iew, and that these human universals presuppose certain beliefs which can be brought to
one's attention through logical analysis.
However, there is a second consideration that can be
brought to bear upon the question of the presence of human
universals.

Human universals are the kinds of skills and

behaviors that are required if one is to be recognizably
human, and since the student of world view (or any student
of man) must assume that his informants are human beings,
he must concede that they are in possession of human universals which are aspects of what i t is to be human.
Space is lacking for me to give a complete set of arguments along this line for all the human universals I have
mentioned, but i t will be possible to sketch the general
procedure one could follow by giving an example in terms
of questioning or doubting.

This example will be es-

pecially appropriate in that I have already developed many
of the necessary details in an earlier chapter.
In broad terms, the argument runs as follows.

All

normal men have grown from childhood to adulthood.

Ex-

pressing this in terms which anthropologists favor, one
could say that all men must learn a langu a ge a nd a culture.
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Failure to do this usually results in some form of sanction
or enforced separation from the main group.

I suppose

that it is not a logical or a "necessary" fact that all
men "grow up."

It is imaginable that a person could some-

how spring into existence as a complete human being, much
in the way that Minerva is said to have sprung from the
head of Zeus, fully grown and fully a person.

No matter

which way one wishes to classify epistemically the initial
statement in this paragraph, I presume that it is true.
This "growing up" requires that one be able to learn.

One

must learn facts or knowledge, new skills, acquire new beliefs that one did not have as an infant, and one must
learn a language.

One who could not accomplish these feats

of learning would fail to become a human b e ing in the normal sense .

Much of the learning that it is necessary for

one to accomplish in this process of fully becoming a human
12
.
. d as inquiry.
.
.
can b e c h aracterize
By this I mean
b eing
the very broad sense of that term which Peirce uses -- the
process of passing from a state of belief through doubt
back to a new state of belief.

The nature of inquiry being

what it is, that process cannot operate without the inquirer being able to doubt or question.

And, as I hope to

12 cf. Piaget's discussion of this point in the work
cited above. I take it that Piaget's term "equilibrium"
and the process of equilibration is structurally parallel
to what Peirce calls inquiry.
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show in the next section , being able to doubt requires the
presence of certain beliefs which will be common to all
instances of doubting.
This s econd way of answe ring someone who is skeptical
about human universals is a s tronge r and more comprehensive
·approach than the first.

Indeed, the second may be part

or all of the reason why a student of world view will assume the presence of human universals:

that is, perhaps

the reason why he assumes their presence is because of a
not-too-cl early felt awareness that to be human is to
possess human universals.

And as I mentioned above, I

cannot offer argum e nts for all the human universals that
13
on e might b e able to list,
but in order to strengthen
the case for huma n unive rs a ls and universal b e liefs, I want
to provide a more d etailed discussion of one instance.
Since I have already discuss ed questioning at some l e ngth,
i t will be convenient to us e that as an example of a human

13 This would, of cours e , be a vast undertaking if one
were aiming at exhaustiveness. Examples of scholars who ·
have undertaken to accomplish this task in the general case
of language use (conc e ived as a human unive rsal) are
Peirce and Cassirer. Peirce attacks this task in his
theory of signs in that he views man as a user of signs
and tries to develop the implications of such an assumption. For a relatively concise explication of Peirce 's
theory of signs, see Jos eph Ransdell, "Charles Peirce:
The Idea of Representation," Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia
University, 1966. Cassirer approaches much the same problem in rathe r similar terms in his three volume work, The
Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (N ew Haven, 1953).
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universal in showing how universal beliefs can be discerned.

In working through these matters, I shall return

to a consideration of Peirce's Critical Corrimon-Sensism,
14
.
. a way o f a tt ack.ing t h.is very issue.
f or 1. t is
I s h ou ld
add that in what follows it is not my intention to provide a definitive study of Peirce's Critical CommonSensism.

My motive is to consider relevant portions of

the view in order to illuminate the topic at hand, an
examination of the nature of world views.

14The following papers from CP deal with Critical
Common-Sensism:
"What Pragmatism Is," 5.4llf.; "Issues
of Pragma t icism," 5.438f.; "Pragmaticism and Critical
Common-Sensism," 5.497f.; "Consequences of Critical
Common-Sensisrn," 5. 502f.; "The Reality of God," 6.494f.;
11
To Signor Calderoni, On Pragmaticism," 8 .205f; "Vitally
Important Topics" (the first lecture of a series entitled "Detached Ideas on Vitally Important Topics"},
l.616f. The following manuscripts deal with Critical
Common-Sensisrn: The Basis of Pragmaticisrn Series, MS
· 279-284; Materials for Monist Article, The consequences
of Pragmaticisrn (a two volume notebook}, MS 288; Issues
of Pragmaticism, MS 290; The Bed-Rock Beneath Pragmaticism, MS 300; Critical Common Sense and Religion,
MS 846-857; A Sketch of Logical Critic, MS 673; Notes
on Portions of Hume's "Treatise of Human Nature, 11 MS 939;
Reason's Rules, MS 596-600; S57 untitled. These lists
of articles and manuscripts should not be regarded as
exhaustive. They represent only the major sources;
there are numerous small references to aspects of this
doctrine scattered throughout Peirce's work.
Peirce
traced the roots of his version of the philosophy of
common sense to the so-called Scotch Common S e nse School,
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4.

Universal Beliefs
If we look at questioning as an act of communication

in an interpersonal dialogue (as opposed to its use in
self-dialogue), we can easily notice an implicit belief
which will be universal (because this kind of questioning is a human universal).

Someone who seriously poses

such a question does not have the answer himself.

He

raises this question because he thinks that he can thereby obtain the answer.

All this would not make any sense ,

however, if the questioner did not believe that he was
addressing the question to some other person, or producer o f signs, who is an inte llige nt b e ing like th e

Thomas Reid and Dugald Stewart primarily . . The principal
works by these two men are: Reid, Philos ophical Wo rks ,
ed . Sir William Hamilton (Hildesheim, Ger., 1967),
2 vols.; Stewart, Collecte d Works, ed. Sir William Hamilton (London, 1854-1858). Scottish Common-sensism was
a popular philosophy in America before and during
Peirce's lifetime. On this point, see Joseph L. Blau,
Men and Movements in American Philosophy (New York,
1952), 92, 104, 107; I. Woodbridge ｒｩｬ･ｹｾ＠
Ame rican Philosophy (New York, 1958), 18; Herbert w. Schneider , A
History of American Philosophy (New York, 1963), 216220; Arthur Kenyon Rogers, English and American Philosophy Since 1800 (New York, 1922). The "Scottish Philosophy" has been the object of renewed interest both in the
United Kingdom and in America; G. E. Moore's brand of
common sense philosophy may have had something to do
with this.
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questioner.

So we see that a questioner presupposes that

there is some kind of personality (other than himself)
that has some kind of intelligence. · Furthermore, this
kind of belief is presupposed in interpersonal communicative acts of many different kinds; it is not simply
limited to this kind of questioning.

In expressing the

general version of this universal belief, Peirce phrased
i t in the following way .
• • . It is impossible to doubt [i.e., everyone
does believe] that a man who uses language is
intelligent in some sense which implies an
element of consciousness.15
Concomitantly with the belief that there are other p e rsons, we can readily see that the questioner presupposes
that he is a person, that h e exists as a conscious communicator, a user of signs or language who can communicate with other persons.
The following statement from Peirce's essay, "The
Fixation of Belief," calls attention to other features
of qu estioning which can be seen to be universal beliefs.
The feeling which give s rise to any method of fixing belief is a dissatisfaction at two repugnant

15

MS 288, p. 11.
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propositions. But here already is a vague concession that there is some ｾ＠
thing which a proposition should represent. Nobody, therefore, can
really doubt [i.e., everyone does believe] that
there are Reals, for, if he did, doubt would not
be a source of dissatisfaction. The hypothesis,
therefore, is one which every mind admits.16
By "nobody" I take it that Peirce means any normal human
being in any culture within any world view.
"any method of fixing belief,

11

The phrase,

refers to the four "methods 11

or types of inquiry which Peirce describes, namely tenacity,
authority, taste, and science.

Doubting is essential to

the initiation of any of these four kinds of inquiry.

Thus,

since doubting is the incident which provides the occasion
for an inquiry (for a "fixing of belief") of any type, and
since all human beings und ergo the process of inquiry at
various times, Peirce is viewing doubting as a human universa!.

Hence, any beliefs necessary for doubting will

be taken as universal beliefs.

That this is Peirce's po-

sition can be seen in his claim that "every mind admits"
particular beliefs presupposed in doubting.
One important aspect (for present purposes) of this
comment by Peirce lies in his insistence that a person in
doubt presupposes (believes) that there are Reals.

By

this he means that the questioner or doubter is presuming
that there is a real state of affairs, real in the sense

16 cp 5.384, emphasis added.
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that its characters are independent of any opinions or
fancies the questioner might have about it.

The questioner

wants the answer that represents reality, for in a serious
question, what is being sought is a firm belief that can
serve as a proper basis for future action.

And, if one

wants the answer that represents reality, one is presupposing that there is a reality, independent of one's whims or
wishes.

If the questioner did not believe that there is

a real state of affairs which the answer should represent,
he would not put . the question either to nature or to another person:

he would simply accept whatever notion might

be in his consciousness at any one time, even though these
notions might be contradictory from one instant to another.
The point here is that without believing in a reality independent of one's wishes, the questioner would feel no
need to check on his notions.

Whatever they might be would

be satisfactory, even though they would contradict over a
period of time, or indeed, even if they did not contradict
one another.

No doubt we all acquire this belief that

there is a real state of affairs at a very young age when
we find our wishes and feelings being thwarted in a most
striking way.

There we learn that our wishes are not al-

ways reliable guides for actions, and we see that sentences
.
17
representing reality are generally reliable.

17 See Ques.tion Two in Peirce's "Que stions" article,
CP 5. 225f; also cf. MS 596, pp. 13-14; here Peirce mentions
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Besides presuming that there is a real world, a real
state of affairs which he wants to represent properly, a
questioner also presupposes that this reality is ordered
such that just one of the two "repugnant" answers represents it, while the other does not.

This goes beyond merely

believing that there is a real state of affairs, in that
this is a belief about the nature of reality, admittedly
very abstract, but important nevertheless.

By engaging

in a question or doubt, the questioner is displaying a belief that the real world has a nature such that joint statements which are contradictory do not represent it.

If the

questioner believed that the real universe had no order
whatsoever, there would be no difficulty for him in holding that both contradictory answers represented it; it
would also be a universe in which no ques t ions or doubts
could arise -- there would be nothing to puzzle one, nothing to ask.

18

I will not go on to develop any more universal beliefs.
The ones I have developed shall suffice as examples for
the present essay.

My discussion of them has shown the

general mode of inference required for discovering universal beliefs.

In each case, one must begin with a human

virtually the same point as the one I made just above.
18

Peirce develops a similar point in "The Orde r of
Nature" at CP 6.395f.
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universal.

Then by observing and analyzing the actions of

someone practicing that kind of behavior, one is led to
see that they are ordered acts, or that they involve habits. 1
Such a habitual mode of action precisely constitutes a belief.

Peirce succinctly summarizes (in regard to one of

the universal beliefs I have noted} the line of investigation I have used thus far in a letter to Calderoni, a contemporary Italian proponent of pragmatism:

"everybody's

actions show that it is impossible to doubt that there is
an element of order in the world. 112 0
To summarize, by concentrating upon one human universal, I have been able to show that the following beliefs
are universal in that they are presupposed by persons who
engage in this way of acting (namely questioning).
questioner) exist as a communicator.
are also communicators exist.

(the

Other persons who

I communicate with these

other persons, and they with me.
And this world is ordered.

I

There is a real world.

In a very abstract manner,

19
And I hope that the reader remembers the use of
'habit' intended here. Peirce summarizes it nicely in
MS 673, pp. 14-15:
"I must premise that I use the word
'habit' in its old, and I think not yet quite obsolete
sense, in which it denotes any lasting state whether of
a person or a thing, this state consisting in the fact
that on any occasion of a certain kind that person or thing
would, either certainly or evenly probably behave in a
definite way."
20
cp 8.208, emphasis added.
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this neatly characterizes my argument, for "everybody's
actions" means, taken in the context in which I have been
operating, that questioning or doubting is a human universal.

And we find, upon examination of this mode of action,

that such a belief in some kind of ordered universe is contained in (is presupposed in) that kind of practice, and,
in addition to a belief in order, we can find several
other universal beliefs, some of which I have noted above.
At this point, it is possible to take note of another
feature of universal beliefs.

That is, insofar as we con-

tinue to employ a human universal, questioning for example,
it will not be possible to doubt the belief that there is
some order in the universe, or any other belief presupposed
by such a practice.

Thus, we begin to see that there would

be good reason to think that universal beliefs are further
characterizable as being indubitable beliefs.

In order to

see in what way this might be the case, an examination of
certain additional aspects of Peirce's Critical CornrnonSensism is appropriate.
5.

Universal Beliefs as Indubitable Beliefs
What I have accomplished so far can be seen as pro-

viding the details for the first element in Critical
cornrnon-Sensism .
ing remarks.

That element is expressed in the follow-
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It might be well to begin by explaining what I
mean by critical common sense.
I spoke of pragmati c ism as a "more critical variety of the philosophy of common sense ." Those who did not pass
this expression b y as a vague remark probably
thought i t self-contradictory, since criticism and
common sense were the two rival and oppos ed ways
of answering Hume. The meaning I attach to the
phrase is that I accept indubitable propositions,
after I have b een confirmed in holding them to be
indubitable by finding (as well as I can) that I
myself cannot doubt them, that no other men do so ,
and that they have practical meanings which experience confirms.21
My discussion of universal beliefs can be taken as filling
in most of the details of the procedure of "finding (as
well as I can),

11

a procedure which Peirce does not ade-

quately describe in any of his writings with which I am
familiar.

But the account of human universals might be

though t to be incomp l ete , since it does not show how universal beliefs are indubitable, a claim which Peirce is
(in effect) making here.

Thus, I must show how, and in

what manner , universal beliefs are indubitable.
Peirce used the term

11

acritical 11 to describe the kind

of indubitability found in universal beliefs.
Critical Common-Sensism admits that there • . •
are indubitable propositions • • . . In one sense,
anything evide nt is indubitable; but the propositions . • • which Critical Common-Sensism holds
to be original, in the sense one cannot 11 go

2lMS 288, 7 emphasis added. Cf. 5.509; MS 288, 77,
79; MS 673, 10-11; MS 939, 13. Peirce sometimes does not
place this part of his position as first in order of exposition. However , it is found in most of his presentations of the doctrine of Critical Common- Sense .
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behind" them (as th e lawyers say), are indubitable
in the sense of being acritical.22
One can come to see what Peirce meant by the "acritical"
sense of indubitability if one takes note of. his answer to
an objection which alleged that he accepted propositions
as indubitable simply because they had not been criticized.
To this charge Peirce replied that
• • • this confounds two senses of the word "because. " Neither the philosophy of c ommon-S ense
nor the man who holds i t accepts any belief .2!2
the ground that i t has not been criticized. For,
as alr eady said, such b e liefs are not "accepted ."
What happens is that one comes to recognize that
one has had the b e lief-habit as long as one can
rememb er; and to say that no doubt of it has ever
arisen is only another way of s ay ing the s ame
thing. But i t is quite true that the CommonSensist like everybody else, the Criticis t included, believes propositions b ecaus e they have
not b een criticiz ed in the sense that he d oes not
doubt c ertain p r opositions that he would have
doubted if he had criticized them. For,
to criticiz e is ipso facto to doubt . . . :23 •

22 cP 5.440. The word "original" is one of several
terms which Peirce used to re fer to the phenomena I am
calling universal beliefs .
In addition to "original,"
he also employs the following te:rms to describe commonsens e indubi tabl e b e liefs :
"instinctive ," "ac ritical,"
"ultimate premisses," "absolute ly indubitable propositions," "natural beliefs." This us e of "original" dates
back to Thomas Reid and the Scotch School of Common Sense
philosophers .
23 cp 5.523. By the te:rm "Criticist " Peirce means to
refer to a rather orthodox Kantian philosophy. Peirce
often describ e s hims e lf as a great admirer of Kant, although he is far from b eing a disciple.
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This is an important passage; it will be helpful to
take note of two variants of the same notion from Peirce's
unpublished manuscripts.
It [Critical Common-Sensism] points out to
begin with that when Criticism accuses it of accepting a belie f because it has not been criticized,
i t confuses two meanings of the word "because."
Taking this conjunction as ref erring to a logical
ground of belief, it is not true that common sense
accepts any belief for such a reason.
It does not
acc ept a belief at all. Once i t is a belief, there
is nothing to be done but to recognize i t as such,
as it [CCSism] does, or to make itself [CCSism]
believe that it [CCSism] goes through some highly
scientific operation that terminates in accepting
i t [the belief], as other schools (including that
of Criticism) are apt to do. The only sense in
which Common S ense accepts a belief because it has
not been criticized is that the fact of its not
having been criticized explains why it is impossible that the belief should be given up, it having been bred in the man long before, perhaps
from birth. 24

24

Ms 288, p. 54. The fourth sentence in this passage
is rather confusing in its original form because Peirce
was using 'it' to stand in one case for indubitable belief while in the same sentence also using 'it' to refer
to the doctrine of Critical Common-Sensism. By sorting
out these ambiguities, one is led to believe that his
fourth sentence must have been intended to read something
like the following:
"Once we have a belief, one can
either recognize that one has such a belief (which is what
Peirce would do) or one can pretend (as the "Criticist"
does) that one haS-gone through some highly scientific
operation which terminated in the acceptance of this belief." Peirce goes on to say that in this case, the
proper alternative is the former one because original beliefs are not the result of any scientific reasoning;
indeed they make such reasoning possible (see CP 5.522).
And he implies that . an acceptance of the latter alternative
would be a form of self-deception.
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Here is a second variant from a manuscript entitled "A
Sketch of Logical Critic."
When a boy's eyes are first opened to the
critical life, he finds himself -- if he happens to
think of it -- a l ready possessed, in common with
everyone else, by a body of beliefs called collective ly "common sense." He may happ en to reflect
that, among so many beliefs, some are likely to be
false; but it will be impossible for him, at first,
to entertain any doubt of a single one individually,
since he finds he does believe it -- that is to
say, h e is ｳｵ｢ｪ･｣ｴｾ｡＠
strong habit such that if
he be asked by himself or by another, whether he
believes it or not, he will be obliged to say he
does, and if he were put into such a situation that
his conduct must testify to the reality of his belief, such an experiment would prove that he did .
Now neither boy nor man possess es such freedom of
will that he can instantly cut l oose from a strong
habit without a ny reason or cause for doing so .
. . • But it is on e of the essentials of b e lief ,
without which it would not be belief, that i t
brings peace of mind, or at--Y-east relief from the
struggl e of doubt; so that a man could hardly be
considered sane who should wish that , though the
facts should remain lamentable, h e should b e lieve
them to be such as he would wish them to b e . Certainly, no boy with a mind vigorous enough , not
to say athletic enough, to qu estion matters of
common sense, could possibly wish to be rid of his
belief in such a way .25
Of these three passages, the second will, I believe, give
us a clue by means of which we can come to understand the
other two. 26
25
26

MS 673, pp. 10-11.

someone might pause to remind me that t he s econd
quote is from an unpublish e d manuscript, the implication
being that a published version should be mor e authoritative
than material from a notebook. For purpos es of studying
many writers , this is probabl y a sound principl e of scholarship . However, I am convinced that something like its
opposite would b e b e tter in Peirce's case .
I t i s not
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It is fairly clear that the case

ｐ･ｾｲ｣＠

rejects can be

summarized· by saying that the acceptance of universal beliefs is not the result of an inference from the premiss,
"Universal beliefs are not criticized."
rejects the following argument:

That is, Peirce

universal beliefs are not

criticized, therefore, I accept universal beliefs.

This

prerriiss, according to Peirce, does not logically justify
an inference to that conclusion.

Furthermore, Peirce here

rejects one meaning of "because" and "accept" -- he states
that universal beliefs are not accepted in the way in
which one accepts a conclusion on the basis of (because of)
an argument.

Thus, in r ega rd to universal beliefs he has

rejected one sense of "because " and one sense of " accept ,"
those meanings of these two words in which argumentation
plays a part.

However, he does think that these two words

unusual to find Peirce expressing hims e lf more explicitly
in his manuscript notes than in published papers which
draw on the same set of ideas. The published redactions
are typically mor e abstract and compressed. Peirce admitted this openly.
I beg my reader also to believe that it would
be impossibl e for me to put into these articles
over two percent of the pertinent thought which
would be necessary in order to present the subject
as I have worked it out. I can only make a small
selection of what it seems most desireable to submit to his judgement. Not only must all steps be
omitted which he can be expected to supply for himself, but unfortunately much more that may cause him
difficulty.
(CP 5.443: this is from a published
paper.)
So, I shall focus upon the second .passage in order to attempt a reconstruction of part of the " omitte d" porti on
of Peirce's view at this point.
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can be appropriately used here if one takes them in another
sense.

We can come to accept our universal beliefs in the

sense of that word which means "recognize," or
or "come to be aware of."
tives Peirce mentions:

11

acknowledge,

This is implicit in the alterna-

either recognize that we have a be-

lief or pretend that we have gone through some form of
criticism or scientific inquiry which terminates in the
argumentative kind of acceptance.

Peirce chooses the first

alternative because, as a matter of fact, we do not now go
through criticism or argumentation to "arrive 11 at universal
beliefs.

As he said in the third quotation, we often come

to realize that we have certain beliefs, and have always
had them as long as we can remember; and we have no memory
of ever having developed such beliefs through argumentation
or criticis m.

So the only thing to do is to acknowledge

(the second sense of "accept") that we have these beliefs.
Having arrived at this point, to complete the discussion,
we can now call upon "because" in the second sense in which
Peirce uses it.

He does employ "because" to mean "is ex- .

plained by" or "is accounted for by."

Hence the final

sentence of the second quotation has the following meaning.
The impossibility of giving up a universal belief is explained by (is

｢･｣ｾｵｳ＠

of) the fact that this belief has

not been criticized, for (as Peirce said in the first
quotation) to criticize involves doubting as a necess a ry
condition.

One should add that doubting is the only way

11
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in which one can be put into a position so that one can
give up a belief.

Thus, since we do not, as a matter of

fact, doubt universal beliefs, and since they are acritical
(for in order to apply criticism we must have a real doubt
which is lacking in the case of universal beliefs), the
only alternative left is to simply recognize (become aware)
that we have them as our beliefs.
At this point, one might ask why we come to have universal beliefs.

Here my account of human universals pro-

vides an explanation which supplements Peirce's position -universal beliefs (Peirce's acritical indubitable beliefs)
are presupposed by persons as they behave in the ways that
I have called human universals.

Human universals are, in

turn, aspects of what it is to be recognizably human.
are there human universals?

Why

I can only say that they exist.

Peirce speculated that they are of the nature o f in-

. t s. 27
s t inc

27 concerning Peirce's doctrine that the ways !of acting I call human universals are based upon human instincts,
see CP 5.445; 5.498; 5.511; also MS 288, pp. 105, 109.
Here again it might be edifying to compare Peirce's speculations that human universals are "instincts" with the results obtained by Piaget in studying the mental development
of children.
From a functional point of view, i.e., if we take
into consideration the general motives of behavior
and thought, there are constant functions common to
all ages. At all levels of development, action presupposes a precipating factor:
a psychological,
affective, or intellectual need.
(In the latter
case, the need appears in the guis e of a question
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In terms of my overall discussion, the claim that
universal beliefs are indubitable, a claim which Peirce
has (in effect) made, means that no one hesitates to act
deliberately in ways that presuppose these beliefs; that
is, we see that no one doubts these beliefs.

For such a

doubt, if it were real, would be displayed in action in
the form of a suspension or interruption of these human universals, practices such as questioning or perceiving.

As

a technique for clarification, let me state this whole point
in a manner which reverses the order of the account I have
provided.

Given the nature of doubt and belief as I have

presented it, what would an indubitabl e proposition (one
for which doubt is impossible) h e like?
proposition whi ch everyone believed.

It wou ld b e a

And so long as it is

believed , it will not he doubted ; so long as it is not douhte
it will be acritical.

Are there any propositi ons which

or problem.) At all l evels, ｾｮｴ･ｬｩｧ｣＠
seeks to
understaud or to explain, etc . However, while the
functions of inte r e st, explanations, etc ., are .£2!!!_mon to all d evelopme ntal stages, that is to say, are
"invariabl e " as far as the functions themselves are
conce rned , it is non etheless true that "interes ts"
(as oppose d to "interest ") vary considerabl y from one
mental l evel to a nothe r, and that the particular explanations (as opposed to the functi on of explaining) a r e of a very different nature, depending on
the d egree of intellectual d evelopment. In addition
to the constant functions, there are the var i able
structures. An analysis of these progressive forms
of successive equilibrium highlights the differences
from o n e b ehavioral l evel to anothe r, all the way
from the elementary behavior of the neonate through
adolescence.
(Piaget, pp. 4 - 5 .)
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everyone believes?
noted above.

Yes, for example the . universal beliefs

And upon closer examination we see that such

beliefs are presupposed in the modes of acting I have
called human universals.
6.

Objections
It is appropriate to pause at this point to consider

a few objections that might be brought against the foregoing views.

Someone might complain by urging that al-

though one has not doubted universal beliefs before because one was unaware of those beliefs, now that they are
recogniz ed, one will be able to doubt them.

If it is the

case that this recognition is accompanied by a real doubt,
one would b e doing right to start an inquiry into the
truth of such a proposition.

But one must take care at

this point to ensure that this is a real doubt, not just
a mere paper doubt.

For one might be operating under the

mistaken assumption that one can doubt at will, what Peirce ,
calls the Cartesian error. 28

28 rn CP 5.265 (number 1), Peirce urges that the prejudices one has as one begins to study philosophy cannot b e
disspelled by a maxim such as that proposed by Descartes
in his first Meditation . The Cartesian doctrine against
which this is a r eaction is very adequately displayed in
the following comment which is from De scartes' response to
some criticims of the Meditations which were assembled by
Clers elier (The Philosophical Works of Descartes, transl ated by Haldane and Ross, vo lume 2, New York: 1911, p .
12 6).
They notice three criticisms directed against
the first Meditation: 1. That I demand an
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It is not possible to doubt a given belief at will, for if
i t were possible to do so, that would show that one did not
have a belief in the first place.
For belief , while it lasts, is a strong habit, and
as such, forces the man to b e li eve until some surprise breaks up t he habit.
The breaking up of a
belief can only be due to some novel exp e rienc e ,
whether external or inte rnal. Now experience which
could be summoned up at pleasure would not b e experience. 29
Consider also this version of the same idea, offered in response to a similar objection.
You [the objector] talk as if beliefs were unde r the
believer's immediate control. If they were, they
would not b e beliefs. No other h abits are capable
of being so instanta neously battered by the proper
means; but none others are so strong. Like manyturnbler locks , they open only to a key that fits.
The original beliefs are like rusty l ocks that do
not open even to the proper keys without working
them r epeatedl y a n d wearing down t h e crust. 30

impossibility in desiring th e ab a ndonment o f every
kind of prejudice . . . •
Th e first of these criticisms is due to the
author of t his book [Gassendi, the author of this
obj ection] not h aving refl ected that the word
prejudice does not appl y to a ll the not ions in our
mind, of which it i s impossible to divest ourselve s, but only to a ll those opinions our b e lief
in which is a result of previous judgements . And
sinc e judging or r efraining from judging is an act
of the will, as I h ave explained in the a ppropriate
place, it is evident that i t is under our control;
for in order to rid one's s elf of a ll prejudice,
nothing n eeds to be done except to r e solve to affirm or deny non e of t h ese matt ers we have pre·viously affirmed or denied. • • •
29 cp 5.524.
30MS 288

I

pp • 69 t

73 •

Cf . MS 5 98 ; MS 596 .
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So, if i t is possible to doubt a proposition at will, that
shows that it was never believed in the first place; hence
the situation envisioned in ｴｨｾ

Ｎ＠

objection is not the situa-

tion I am discussing; for what is under conside ration here
are universal b e liefs (or candidates for universal beliefs) ·
which are propositions that are now believed.

One might

say that just as paper doubts might be effective with
paper beliefs, in order to affect real beliefs, a real
doubt is required.

This objection gets its force from a

confusion of such paper doubts with real doubts.

This is

understandable, for as Peirce said, "No mistake is more
likely than that of taking a paper-doubt for the real
metal. 1131
The person objecting might be persistent in that he
could state that he has examined the matter carefully and
he does indeed genuinely doubt one of the propositions I
have described as being a universal belief, for example,
that there is an element of order in the universe.

Peirce

admits that it could happen that universal beliefs could
seem to be absent.

But this is only an illusion.

You talk like Descartes, as if those beliefs were
written on the mind as on a slate with a soapstone
pencil so that the brush of a wet sponge would
obliterate them.
In truth i t is as rather as if
they were marked with talc on the man's 'glassy
essence' so that though they may seem to be gone,
they will reappear as soon as the slightest occasion arises.32
31cP 5.445.
32Ms 288, p. 101.

The reference to "man's glassy
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Peirce is saying here, so it seems to me, that in order to
be sure that one actually doubts a univers a l belief , one
should take a close look at one's actions over a period of.
time.

The b e lief in an e lement of order in the uni v erse,

for example, will display itself in o ur action if i t is
still present.

As I have shown, in comments made earlier,

doubting is a form of action which presupposes such a belief.

So, a person who is correct when he claims that he

doubts this universal b el ief should suffer from an inability
to have normal doubts or to raise normal questions, thi s
inability b eginning with the onset of the putative doubt
of this universa l belief .

However, I suspect that if this

skeptic will carefully observe his l ater actions, he will
probably see that he continues, from time to time , to ask
normal qu es tions and to have normal doubts .

Thus, we can

see that his putative doubt of this universal b e lief would
not be genuine.

All the skeptic would have succeeded in

accomplishing here would be to pronounce the words,

11

!

doubt that there is a n element of order in the universe." .
Similar considerations waild apply to situations in which
a person might claim to genuinely doubt any of the other
universal b e liefs .

So, as Peirce put it, universal b e liefs

essence" is probably mea nt to bring to mind Peirce ' s article
of the same name (see CP 6.238£.) which deals with the nature of a p erson.
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are a part of man's "glassy essence"; that is, they are
essential for being recognizably human.
source of their security.

Therein lies the

CHAPTER V
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The time has come to consider my overall argument in
some kind of perspicuous manner.

In order to provide a

_diversity in exposition, I shall summarize the topics I
have raised in roughly the reverse order in which they were
introduced in the essay.
I have argued that there is a set of b el i efs that are
common to all men, or at least, that the stude nt of man
must assume that there is such a set of beliefs which any
rational human being will exhibit.

All ration a l men are

possessed of a set of capabilities which I refer to a s
human universal s.

Among these are the ability to communi-

cate with language, the ability to l earn , th e ability to
reason and to have beliefs, and the ability to question
and to justify beliefs.

These capabilities are habitual

ways of acting and as such would presuppose certain beliefs.
These beliefs which comprise human universals are universal beliefs, common to rational men no matter in what culture they might reside: all rational human beings will
have these common univ ersal beliefs no matter what specific
religion or culture or society is raised up on the basis
of such universal beliefs.

I have given some examples of

such belie fs and of the way in which they can be discovered.

All of the universal beli e fs I h ave mentioned
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were developed through considering the activity of questioning which is a human universal.
Universal beliefs have the additional attribute of
being indubitable in the sense that Peirce uses "indubitabl e ."

That is to say, when one comes to be awar e of the

universal beliefs that one has, one finds that one cannot
rea1·1y doubt them.

Since the only way in which beliefs

can be "discarded" or "given up" is through bringing the
beliefs into doubt, and since universal beliefs are not in
fact doubted, the meaning Peirce attaches to the term "indubitable," they will continue to be believed.

The fact

that such beliefs are not doubted (th e ir indubitability)
lies in th e ir rol e as b as ic constituents of rationality.
It is conceivable t hat they could b e doubted , Peirce tells
us, so they are not indubitable in that s ense , that is, in
the sense that it is impossible ever to doubt them -- any
belief is open to that contingency.

But, as the case

stands now, when we come to reali z e that we have certain
universal beliefs, we find that we simply do not genuinely
or really doubt them, that no one else doubts them , and
that we need them in our lives as human beings.

We might

pretend that we doubt them, but as Peirce warns us, we
should not confuse "pretend to doubt" with "doubt."

Such

pretense is immediately discovered whenever one is put into
a situation such that acting in terms of that belief is
appropriate.

That one continues to act habi t ually in terms
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of the belief that was thought to be in doubt will serve
to destroy the pretense.

For example, someone might claim

to'be doubting that there is a real universe of some kind
which has an element of order of some kind.

If such a

person will carefully attend to his actions, he will find
that he is in the habit of behaving in ways that belie his
so-called doubt.

Thus, the belief he claimed to doubt is

in fact indubitable for him in that he, nor any other
rational man, does not actually doubt it.
The existence of universal beliefs also provides a
way of getting past the kind of difficulties I raised in
discussing Wharf's contention that world v iews are basically relative conceptual systems.

Since a belief is con-

stituted in terms of concepts (i.e., to describe a belief
requires the use of meaningful words or conc epts), and
since universal beliefs are found in every human culture
or society, there _a re, therefore, concepts which are common to all rational men.
such common concepts:

The following are examples of

"world,

11

"self,

11

"other men (per-

sons)," "communication," and "intelligence."
an exhaustive list, of course.

This is not

The existence of such con-

cepts provides a bridge by means of which one can begin to
learn the total conceptual apparatus and conceptual s y stem
of persons in another culture .

In addition to the common

concepts provided by universal beliefs, there are also
other concepts which are common to all ·men simply due to
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the existence of universal kinds of human experience.

Here

I refer to such things as birth and death, the experience
of pain, dreaming, sexual intercourse, and family life.

1

Given the existence of such common concepts, the rel ativist's dilemma to which Whorf's view falls prey is no longer
a danger for the approach I have suggested, for one can
start the representation of another person's world view in
terms of these common concepts, thus avoiding the unhappy
result that other world views are unknowable.

Thus, these

beliefs which are universal among men provide us with a
set of points of contact by means of which we can begin to
make headway in the task of corning to completely understand
world views other than our own.

From this common starting

point we can slowly proceed to inquir e more deeply and wi th
more detail into those aspects of another way of life which
do not agree with our total belief system.
When one pursues the study of a particular world view,
in addition to the presence of universal beliefs, one will
also find the kinds of beliefs I have called principia.

In

contrast to universal beliefs (which characterize rather
general human capabilities such as the ability to communicate, or to doubt, or to justify}, principia are beliefs

1 Peter Winch has a discussion of this f ?c tor -- he
calls them 11 lirni ting notions 11 - - see Ｂｕｮ､･ｲ
ｾ ｡ｮ､ｩｧ＠ｴ
a
Prirni ti ve Society, " American Philosophica '.1 Quarterly, 1
(1964), 307-324.
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which provide the basic "content" of cognitive or rational
life.

For example, the ability to justify is essential in

rational life, but that could hardly be enough to generate
the kind of system of justification that one finds in a
world view.

To justify a belief requires that there be,

in addition to the kinds of universal beliefs that make up
the ability to justify (considered in the abstract), another belief which is not now in doubt or in question.
Such a second belief would be what I have described as
being a principium.

Or, to phrase the point in alterna-

tive language, the cognitive ability to justify (a human
universal) requires that justification come to an end somewhere.

2

Now the "somewhere" wherein justification "e nds"

is not a belief which is a univ ersal belief (i.e., part of
the human universal, the activity of rational justification), rather it could in principle be any belief whatever.
It holds its status as a principium, then, simply due to
the nature of human justification -- that is, that it must
"end" and end "somewhere" -- and simply because of the fact
that that is where it does

11

end 11 insofar as persons having

that particular world view are concerned.

Thus, while

human justification and its associated universal beliefs
remain a constant, because of the nature of such justification the "basic beliefs" or principia which that activity
2 This is a point that Wittgenstein saw v ery cle arly,
for he repeats it several times in On Certainty, see paragraphs 110, 164, 192.
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requires can be very variable.

It is this variability that

accounts for the differences in world views around the
globe, not the putative extreme relativity of concepts proposed by someone like Whorf.
The beliefs which become justified through appeals to
principia are the reasoned beliefs I hav e described earlier.
The serviceability of reasoned beliefs lies in their relative openness to change, given the occurrence of new experience.

A principiurn can be a part of th e justification

of many reasoned beliefs; that is, a transition from one
reasoned belief to another can occur without a corresponding chang e in principia.

For example, a pathologist can

justify his analysis of several different diseases in t erms
of the principium that "Every disease has a cause," and he
can justify in part both the claim that "Disease X is
caused by Y," and "Disease Xis caused by Z 11 by an appeal
to that same principiurn, even though he once believed the
former but now has come to believe the latter due to additional experiences he has had.

Such reason ed b e li efs

｣ｯｮｾ＠

stitute the highest level of precision or accuracy in a
belief system or world view, and they are imminently vulnerable to disconfirrnation or replacement.
Using verificational justification as an example, I
can now give an ove rall picture of the interrelationship
,

between the three categories of beli efs which <;:ompose ·a
world view.

Universal beliefs provide the basic framework
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for the nature of certain general kinds of human conduct;
in this case, the practice of justifying will be characterized in all cases by the fact that the

ｰ･ｲｳｯｾ＠

involved in

justifying will hold certain general beliefs that delineate
the nature of that kind of conduct.

Justification being

what i t is, one requires a belief which does not itself
have a justification (other than a pragmatic justification).
Such a belief will be a principium and will not itself be
one of the universal beliefs which comprise the act of
justifying.

That which is justified through such conduct

is a reasoned belief.
All three categories of belief, when in an interrelated whole within a single culture, form those systems
of belief which students of man have called world views.
Indeed, perhaps one could better express this point by saying that the three categories of belief I have noted are
simply ways of trying to get at the general characteristics
of such systems of belief.

That is to say, my three cate-

gories of belief do not represent ontological differences
in beliefs.

Instead, these categories deal with features

of systems of beliefs; they describe sets of relations
within a relational system in which the elements related
in the system are beliefs.

To characterize such relations,

structures, or functions is not to say that certain beliefs
are possessed of this or that intrinsic quality -- rather,
i t is to say that the system of beliefs is possessed of
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certain qualities.

In other words, if one says that X is

a belief in a particular culture, and that X is a principium there, saying that does not add to its basic status
as a belief, but it describes the kind of place that belief has in relation to the other beliefs in the belief
system or world view of that culture.

There are not cer-

tain sets of specific beliefs which are intrinsically principia; certain beliefs are principia if, upon examination,
we find that they fulfill a certain role in a complete
world view.
liefs.

Similar considerations apply to reasoned be-

The set of universal beliefs is, however, relatively

fixed, for they are found in all rational men.

But e v en in

the case of universal beliefs, there is no absolute guarantee that the beliefs in that set will forev er rema in in
that status, so here also one sees that the systematic
aspect confers the status which universal beliefs have.
In other words, no beliefs are intrinsically univ ersal in
the absence of this systematic or relational aspect.
In chapter two I devoted considerable space toward
achieving an understanding of questioning and presupposing.
The relevance of a detailed account of presupposing is obvious due to collingwood's use of that notion in presenting
his account of the nature of metaphysics, an account I have
been at pains to emend.

But perhaps my detailed considera-

tion of questioning has not seemed completely relevant.
At this juncture, it is fairly easy to outlin e its
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importance for an understanding of belief systems.

First

of all, Collingwood develops his account of presupposing
in terms of a consideration of questioning, so there is an
obvious exegetical need for the topic.

Here one might ask,

however, "But does Collingwood do this for some important
reason, or is it simply an accident or a matter of taste
on his part?"

I think that the answer is that he did it

for a good reason, although he was not very clear about
what that might be.

The reason is that in order to have

an adequate description of belief, which (as I have shown)
is what Collingwood is talking about in his discussion of
the nature of metaphysics, one must also have an adequate
description of the nature of doubt, whi ch is pretty much
what Collingwood means by "questioning ."

To put this in

terms of world views , one could say that principia exist
in order to provide justifications, but wanting a justification presupposes that something is in question or in
doubt.

Thus, the very existe nce of principia requires that

there be doubts or questions in general.

Finally, a care-

ful conside ration of some aspects of questioning can be
helpful to the practicing student of particular world views
in that an understanding of its nature would be essential
in. order to carry out successful inte r v i ews with native
discussants.
This brings me to chap t er on e and its brief historical revi ew of worl d view studie s.

As I a ttempted to show
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there, virtually every student of world view in both Cultural Anthropology and Folkloristics has been less than
complete in presenting the epistemological or theoretical
aspect of his work.

I have urged that these scholars were

basically correct in thinking that the phenomena they described as "basic postulates" or "ultimate premisses" have
an important function in any well-considered theory of the
nature of world views.

But, on the most part, these

scholars did not see that these "primitive postulates" are
basically beliefs of some kind and not merely concepts;
nor did they (generally speaking} offer any logical characterization of the way in which such phenomena are basic
in any particular world view system.

Moreover, students

of world view have tended to gloss over the v ery serious
kinds of issues associated with the problems of relativism,
and hence they have tended to favor approaches that are
open to the difficulties I have noted for Whorf's position.
These difficulties can be met, as I have tried to show, by
realizing that the basic phenomenon for world view studies
is that of systems of human beliefs and by working out the
details of such a claim.

In general, then, students of

world view have had some worthwhile germinal ideas about
the epistemic nature of their subject matter, although
that side of their work has been lacking in comprehensiveness and detail.

I have tried to supply some of the neces-

sary philosophical labor in developing th e s e s eminal p ro-
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Most students of world view share the belief that
world views are found in all cultures, among all men.

In

terms of my nomenclature, this assumption amounts to a
claim that world view is a human unive rsal.

If this claim

is true, and I suspect that it is , that would mean that
human beings around the world have a good deal more in common than scholars who are cultural relativists have led us
to believe.

The existence of world view as a human uni-

versal suggests that it might be possible eventually to
characterize this universal or common element; indeed, trying to do that would seem to be more appropriate for a
science of man than undertaking studies based upo n a strictly
relativ ist position directed toward understanding onl y particular cultures.

Why is world view a human universal?

The answer probably lies in the nature of man.

As Dilthey

said, there seems to be a need in the mental life of all
men, a need to bring coherence and unity to the world in
response to what Dilthey called "the enigma of life."
to paraphrase Aristotle , all me n by nature d es ire to
stand.

ｵｮ､

Or,
･ｾ

ﾭ
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